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.
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'APPRENTICESHIP

MILLWRIGHT
.RELArbD TRAINING MODULES.

SAFETY

1.1. General Safety
1.2 Hand Tool Safety
1.3 Power Tool Safety

.

' 1.4 Fire Safety
,

1.5 Hygiene Safety ,

1.6 Safety and Electricity
1.7 .Fire Types and Preyention
1.8 Machine Safeguarding (includes OSHA, Handbool0

1.1

ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS

2.1 Basics of Energy
2.2 Atomic Theory
2.3 Electrical Conduction
2.4 Basics of Dire pt Current
2.5 Introduction to Circuits
2.6 Reading Scales
2.7 Using a V.O.M.
2.8 OHM'S Law

4
2.9 Power and Watt's Law
2.10 Kirchoff's Current Law
2.11 Kirchoff's-Voltage Law
2.12 ries Resistivb Circuits

aralldl Resistive Circuits .

2.14 Series - Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.15 Switches and Relays
2.16 Basics of Alternating CuriOnts
2.17 ' Magnetism 4

COMPUTERS

3.1 Digital Language
3.2 Digital Logic

Computer Overview
3.4 Computer Software

POOLS

4.1 Boring and Drilling TO6ls
4.2 Cutting Tbols, Files and AbrasiVes
4.3 Holding and Fastening TOols
4.4 Fastening. Devices

411
4.5 Basic Science - Simple Mechanics
4.6 Fasteners



5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6
5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10
5.11
5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15

5.16

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7
6.8

6.9
6.10
6.11

6.12

DRAFTING

Types of Drawing and Vlimf
Sketching
Blueprint.Reading/Wbrking Drawings
Working Drawings for Machines and Welding
Machine and Welding Symboli'
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: .13fsic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Drafting, Machine Features
Drafting, Measurmnent
Drafting, Visualization

HUMAN RELATIONS

Ommd'hications Skills
Feedback

Individual Strengths
Interpersonal Conflicts
Group Problem Solving
'Goal-setting and Decision- making

Worksite Visits
Resumes
Interviews
Expectation
Wider Influences and Responsibilities.
Personal Finance

BOILERS

7.1 Boilers - Fire Tube Types
7.2 Boilers - Watertube Types
7.3 Boilers - Construction
7.4 Boilers - Fittings
7.5' Boilers - Operation
7.6 Boilers - Cleaning .

7.7 Boilers - Heat Recovery Systems
7.8 Boilers - Instruments ,and Controls
7.9 Boilers Piping and Steam Traps

8.1

c8.2

8.3

8 .4

8.5

1URBINES

Steam I\irbines

Steam Turbines
Steam Turbines
Steam Turbines.

Gas Turbines

- Types
- Components
- Auxiliaries
- Operation and Maintenance.

Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading

r
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PUMPS

9.1 ,,Pumps -.Types and Classification
9.2 Pumps - Applications
9.3. Pumps - Construction
9:4 Pumps - Calculating Heat and Flow
9.5 Pumps - Operation -

9.6 Pumps - Monitoring and Troubleshooting
9.7 Pumps -.Maintenance .

\

COMBUSTION

10.1 Combustion'- Process
10.2 Combustion - Types of Fuel
10.3 Combustion - Air and Fuel Gases
10.4 Combustion - Heat Transfer
10.5 Combustion e...Wbod

.PENERATORS

11.1 Generators - Types and Construction
11.2 Generators - Operation,%

12.1

12.2

12,3

13.1

13.2

FEBUWATER

Feedwater - Types and bquipment
,Feedwater - Water Treatments'
Feedwater Teqing

AIR COMPRESSORS

Air°Compressors -"Iyped
Air Compressors - Operation and Maintenance

STEAM

14.1 Steam - Formation. and Evaporation
14.2 Steam - rlypOs
14.3 Steam - Transport
14.4 Steam - Purification

MISCELLANEOUS

15.1 Installation - Foundations
15.2 Installation - Alignment
15.3 Circuit Protection
15.4 Transformers
15.5 Trade Terms

16.1

16.2

16.3
16.4

r
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TRADE MATH

Linear r Measure
Whole Numbers

Additional and Subtractidn of'Cariuon Fraction and Mixed Numbers
Multiplication and Djvision of Common Fractions and Whole and
Mixed Numbers

4



115.5

16..6

16.7 '41

16,8
16.9
16.10

16.11

Compound Numbers
Percent
Ratio did Proportion
Perimete;s, Areas ,and Volumes
Circumfdtence and Wide Area of. Circles
Area of Plane, Figures and Volumes of Solid Figures
Metrics

HYD&ULICS

17'.1

17.2

17.3
17.4

17:5
17.6'

17.7

317.8

./17.9

Hydraulics Lever
Hydraulics Ttansmission of Force
Hydraulics Symbols
Hydraulics Basic Systeis.
Hydraulics Pumps
Hydraulics Pressure Relief Valve
Hydraulics Reservoirs
Hydraulics Directional Control Valve
Hydraulics Cylinders

17.10. Hydraulics Forces, Area, Pressure
17.11 Hydraulics'. - Conductots and 'Connectors
17.12 Hydraulics - Troubleshoo-ting.

44.

'17.13 Hydraulics %- Maintenaace*

METALLURGY

18..1 Included are ILS packets:
W43010
W 3011-1
W 3011-2
MS 9001 (1-3-4-8-9-6-7-5=2-9)

k

MS 9200, 9201,

POWER DRIVES

19.1 101. A-B-C-D-E
. 102. C-D-E

4

103. B -C -D-E
104.

107. A
108. A

'a WELDING

20.1 6024 A-B-C-D-G-I-L-M.
603. A-B-F-G-I
W: 3011-1 refer to Mettallurgy 18%1
WE. MA-18 .4
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MILLWRIGHT
SPPLEMENTARY'RtFERENCE DIRECTORY

Note: All reference packets are numbered on the .upper right-hand corner of the respective cover page.

Supplementary
Rackett# Description,

12.. 2

12'.3

12.4

12.4

12.5

Concepts & Techniques of Machine Safeguarding, U.S.D.L., O.S.H.A.

Correspondence Course,' Lecture 1, Sec.2, Steam Generators, Types'
of Boilers I, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Types
of'Boikers II, S.A.I.T., Calgary; Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Courqe, Lea., 2; Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler
Construction & Erection, S.A:I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Related Training Module

1.8 Machine Safeguarding

7.1 Boilers, Fire Tube Type.

7.2 Boilers, Water Tube Type

7.3. Boilers, Construction

. Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler 7.4
Fittings II, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler 7.4
Fitting S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

.6)

Correspondence Course, Lecture 10,, Sec.. 2, Steam Generation, Boiler .7 5 Boilers, Operation
Operation, Maintenance, Inspection, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada

Boilers, Fittings

Boilers,. Fittings

12.7 Correspondence Course, Lecture 3, Sec. 2, Steam Generation, Boiler
Details, S.A.I.T.. Calgary, Alberta,.Canada.

..

13.1

13.2

13.4
13.6

13.7

Correspondence Course, Lecture 9, Sec. 2, Stea4 Generator,'Power
Plant Pumps-, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

13.3 Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Steam Generators? Pumps,,
13.5 S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

7.7 ;1 Boilers Heat Recovery
Systems

PUMPS
T.7.177. Types :&

AppliCations
9 4.4 Calculating Heat:: & Fl ow

9 .6(1/ Megil tdri V IrOu.bl'es:hoottrio

Maintenance
.1

Constryction
9.5 'OpertiOn/J
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Packet #
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14:4

bescrijAiPer
O.

-,..tar.spandence Course, Lecture SOC.., 3, .Steam Steam
Generator.:' Control

. , .

,..Corryeandence CO6rse, ,Lpctuye, TT, Sec Steam Geperatar's
Piping gary li'orta , 'Canada

,

...CorreepOndehae 4,- Prime .;filaverS:s; Ayxil
_

Steam %A. I.. Cal,ijOtY bOto,

correspontience3ourke, 4:0Cture'..i.4, 'Sec- 3,- prime Movers';.: Steam
Tuit'bi nes beita, Canada- ' ''

,,; .'tk

Corresprandende `Course-, L'ecture .2, Set 4 , ^ P 1me 14overs & Auxi,1-
ta:rfes, ftteariT. Turbine Ar,4i3.,iarI:e.S:4 , Cal gary';'',A.11).ertC....

Related Trai ning Module

14.3 Steam Transport. ,,.
Bai 1 ers , Instruments &

,Contrals .

. . .

.

Cbrrespandence. Course, :1 ;et toro: 6, Sec. Mosiei's; Steam
Turbine.:Optrati On S , I gary,

,Canada .
.

,

. .

LortS6piiiIctet)6:-Ctu666.-LectOre 8 Sec. '3., Prime Moiers,,, as
S . A . I ,T TNry,- berta, .C.aqada

. 3. Steam Turbines , Auxi 1 iati.,Ps

. . ,
eo.; er% w ithr.Mbpd .&*".-BarkResfdueS ; Jukge, F.R.L

. U, :),197,[3. .,

'.Steam..Turbype
Ma i ntana nc

,. Operation ,..

Gas Sultinet\
<

:-.,,Combps,t,..ta'rt. .

,

, Cdri..espandejite C61)rSe ,.12eCtyre. 6, Steat.ii Gen.eratOrS Fyel:
oMbYstitin, SA Cal ga.ry.,; 911 betfa , Canada''''

. .

Combust on,. TypeS,:af Fuel

.

aorrespondence Course, .:fzectui'e 5 ..; Plant ServItes ruF)i
&, Eombyti On; S .A , 'Al berta,

. .,
.Cambiti on Ai.r. Eu, :1 'Gases

. .

Cofres pondenCeCaurqi3.etui..;(:?. 1.1 , Set: .3 Steam 0.Niater
.Treatmenti, S A , pal , . peedrw:ttieer;n';I:

,
r , , .

TYPet II.

rres pondenc6 L'ecture'1.2';. 'Sec .. 2' Steam ,Gpneratitn Water Feedviater;.- Wat
Trpatme'nt, S.A..' .-;a1 gary Al bdOta '.':Canada Yc.

. . / -Treatmrxts
. 4 .,7,
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Suppl6mentary
Packet #

_17.3

18.1

19.1 c

1..

Description

I "

4.

S

4

Related Training Module

Correspondence CourSe, Lecture 71 Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boi ler

FeedOater Treatment, S.A1,T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

4
Correspondence Courst, Lecture 2, Sec. 5, Electricity, Direct L
Current Machines, S.A.I.T., Calgary, AlbertaoCanada

4
12.3

loa.1

Feedwater, Testing

Generators, Types &

Construction

Correspondence Course, Leaure 4, Sec. 5, Electricity, Alternating 11.1 Generators, Types &

Current Generators, S.A4.T., Calgary,-Alberta, Canada. Construction
18.2 Generators, Operation

s CorrespondenCe Cdurse, Lecture'5, Sec, 4, Prime Movers & Auxil-
iaries,AirCompressor1,.S.A.I.T.,Calgary, Alberta, Canada

13.1 Air Compressors, Types

Correspondence Coursco Lecture 6, Sec. 4, Prime Moverss& Auxil- 13.1 Air Compressors, Types

\iaries).Air. CompressAh II, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 13.2 Air Compressors, Operation
11 It & Maintenance

Basic Electropics, Power Transformers, -EL-BE-51 4 15.4 Transformers

Correspondence Course Lecture 6, Sec. 5, Electricity, Switchgear 15.3 Circuit Protection

& 4rcuit, Protective)Equipment,'5.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,

Can*a

Correspondence Courie, Letture 10, Sec..3, rime Movers, Power 15.1. Inttallation Foundations.

.1 A.

Plant Erection & Installation, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada
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,RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING.TRAINiNG MODULES
t

,- ,

The follqwing pages li;t modules and their corresponding numbers for this

particular apprenticeShip trade: As related training class'room hours

vary for,different reasons throughout the state, we recommend that

the individual apprenticeship committees'divUesthe total packets to

,fit ,their individual class. Schedules.

There are over 130 modules available. Ap rentices can complete the

Whole set by the end olOtheir indentured sprenticeship5. Some

apprenticesmoy already have knowledge d skills thatare covered
/

in particular modules. In those cases, perhaps credit"could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advance to the

remaining modules.

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to make this learnivg tool most effective.

w.

J.

1.4
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Tape 1: / Fire

and Boi

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSETTE TAPES

Boilers - Water Tube Boilers
er. Matiholes and Safety Precautions

.

Tape 2: Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Punps and Steam Traps

Tape 3: Combustion, Boiler Care and Heat Transfer
and Peed Water Types

Tape 4: Boiler Safety:and Steam Turbines

NOTE: The above cassette

reference material
indicated, and not

tapes are intended as additional
for the respective modules, os
designated as a required assignment.

a

-4



Modules 18.1, 19.1, and 20.1 have been omitted because they contain'
dated materials.

1.4

a
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1.1

GENEUL SAFETY

I,

, \

4

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe general safety procedures.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe safety awareness.

2. Describe causes of accidents.

3. Describe unsafe acts.

4. Describe safety planning.

QP



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study, Guide
40, XIOINIIII1u=1==1IkIeIII.IIs...k=.......1 i1011101

This study guide is to be used by the student as a "blueprint" to successfully

complete this module. Please complete all of the following steps, and check them

off as you complete them.

Familiarize yourself with the Goal and Performance Indicators of this
module. This will give you an overall view of what the module contains
and what you'll have to do to complete it.

2. Study the Information section thoroughly. This Will provide you. with the
knowledge necessary to'pass the exam.

Take the Self Assessment Exam Ala follows the information section. The
exam is designed to determine whether you have learned enough from the
Information section to sucessfully complete the Post Assessment exam.
You may refer to the Information section for assistance,' but if you have
too much trouble on the Self Assessment portion, you should re-study the
Information section before going to step 4. Compare your Self Assessment
answers with those on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet following the
Self Assessment exam.

4. -Complete the Post Assessment Exam and turn it in tchyour instructor for
grading. It is recommended that you score 90% or better on the Post
Assessment before going on to the next module.

t



INDIVIDUALIZED` LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

GENERAL SAFETY

THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY

Employees owe it to themselves, their families, their co-workers, and their employers

to work in the safest manner. Unless safety principles and practices are faithfully

observed, every day;.the time and effort an apprentice puts forth in learning a trade

could become a tragic waste. Taking the time now tolearn about job safety can

mean the difference between life and death or between living a normal, productive

life and having to struggle for a decent living as a result of a physical handicap.

.By their very nature, occupations within the construction industry are extremely

hazardous, and an employer or an employee who lacks concern for on-the-job safety

contributes toward an increased possibility of accident or death on the job.

This topic and those that follow on safety are designed to help apprentices become

aware of some of the hazards of the trade, to help them become safety minded, and

to enable them to use their reasoning powers to recognize. dangerous situations.



INDIVIDUAL:Ina LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

or .the past several years, the number of employees killed has shraged 14,200%

year. From 1960 through 1970 there were over 150,000 fatalities. In 19/2, more

than 50 million employee-days were lost because of disabling injuries,and the

known cost of accidents--not counting property damage--was over $11.5 billion.

Unknown costs, resulting directly from accidents but not recorded, or not possible

to record, are several times higher. These figures do not include most of the

deatht and disabling illnesses from occupational disease. Most of these woe not

recorded before enactment of the Williams-Steiger (OSHA) Act of 1970.

Recently, employers, unions, employees, and various government ag ncieS have seen r

the need for developing effective programs to improve occupationa safety and health.

The importance of keeping employees safe and healthy has achieved uch wide-spread

.recognition thafa broad and detailed national program finally has emerged.

Everyone is beginning to reali e there is an obligation to protect individuals from

on-the-job accidents and illne es.

(

While more than 50 million employee days were lost in 1972, it's, obvious that great

losses in employee productivity, not to mention the 14,000 emploees killed, were

recorded. For example, it would take 188,000 men working for one'year, five days a

week, eight hours a day, with no vacations or time off, to make up for this lost

time. These figures pointsoUt that too many employees are disabled form industrial

accidents. How*ver, many disabling injuries can be prevented..
to

It is impossible to put a dollar.Value on the tremendous wasted ability and contri-

bution lost to society because of the death or disability of a fellow human.

CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS

An accident isean unplanned and unforeseen occurence that Interferes with or

interrupts the orderly progress of an activity. Although by.this definition



.. .

,

accidents do not, necessarily involve injury:: death:4 in fa#,they-all too often,
do. Accidents that do occur should be analYzedto:determine.Why and how:,the

..,

occurred and to determine what steps, should,:be'taken'toensUre that. similar
.

Accidents do not occur again. Accidents.407 caused; for the.most part,by Unsa4:-

conditions, unsafe acts, Or some tombinatibn of these-two hazards.
,,,

.

.

Unsafe conditions on the job site may be present in ,theformhpf,eguipment that

poorly designed or constructed, improperly insfalled, or badly.mainiained,, Un%.

guarded equipment, defective or wrong hand tools, poor housekeeping,'and.inadeguate:

lighting are common factors that make:for unsafe working,conditions.

UNSAFE. ACTS

Unsafe acts are violations of safe working practices., Wearing loose-..fiting

clothing on the job, operating machinery withoUt the required guards or

improperlythrowing instead of carrying materials,liftfng or carrying- with the bOk

bent, and engaging in' horseplay on the job are all, examples of,unsafe.actS.

Unsafe conditions and unsafe acts are both threatsitotheyorker's .safety., but

majority of industrial accidents are caused by'a combination of ,theserhizardW

wheelbarhw with cracked or loose handles (unsafe condltion).May not.play-a! 'part

in an accident until a worker attempts to move a heavy,'unbaTanced load lnit

(unsafe act). A power saw with an unguarded blade is not likely in liself, to cause,

an accident, but a severe injury can result if a worker disregards the unsafe

condition of the machine and as a result gets his hand ,;in the way., of the blade.

I

PREJOB SAFETY PLANNING

Although a great deal of time and money have been spent by safety-oriented-Organiza-
,

tions to improve accident- prevention efforts on the job site,
A
prejobotanning

continues to be of the utmost importance in providing for the safety 'Ofethose

involved with a construction project. This ,planning is a cooperative effort and

demands the participation of the contractor, the union representative, and the

workers. During the prejob planning, an attempt is made to establish rules'for

safety on the 'Particular project, to anticipate problems that Coulcrarise, andto

determine appropriate methods for protecting the persons involved with the job and

the jab site.
4
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n,the-,-decade''OfHtlle'10-14, a sharpitiereaseptlbb related aoci.dents aqurr011?9,!4.
der' use of .:'new:chpillicalrWhaZi000 'created; a §riater source

unsafe conditions. Labor's con'Orn:foraAafeWorcplle Oi.1:1140 fOrf:pa*sage:-0f,

leg sl a ticilf. and 1070 the'' Wi 11 i
,bill gpose.(j You as

OHSA, the 04upaticinali..SafetY:and Health Billpf1§70:

HE7jiILLIOS-TEIGER:OCCUPATI SAFETY ANO HEALTH.,CT_
.

In passing the Williams.-Steiger *uPaidrifeY arld
thef00eril 'OveriiMen't declared safety on 0640b to be
Jhe ofd OSHA, Which 150Came effedtfve .6004 i s

QF :1970t

Health.Act 1e70 (b-SHA.),

siviryoniyres pans i 1 i

ta areserve,thuman resources. .
, ' I

00 :. to; erisgre so. fiT as possible that every. workei,,!A nfthe nation wi 11, -have safe and.' '._ .. .

.

healthful working on' s. : Thls:.:laW' applies ',bp all -States ;'and 114':::: terri tariet,
.:-, ..

.. but.'it prOvidesthat the states. may....deelop their;-Own-OlanS;for meeting the TeciOre7...,, . st.. ,:. ...,

'.;

8

mentS'of the law.

RESPONSIBILITY OF EMPLOYERS

JhOillfams-Steiger'Actrequires that every employer employees a
.. ,

plac0. of employment that is free frorvretogni:zed hazardt that might cause serious.

Jngiryor Thea4_further.requires .tha,t1mploYers'comply with the Specific

'safety and health'standards issued by the U.S.4epartmentif Labor.

lESPONSIAILITY.OF EMPLOYEES'

In Accordance with* provisions of theWilltams-Steiger Act', all employees must

coinplyiiwith safety and health standards, rules; regulations, .and: orders issued

under the,act and applicable to their personal conduct.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE14LLIAMSSTEIGER ACT

Theodministration and enforcement of OSHA are vested primarily in the'Secretary

of Labor and the New Occupational Safety and H &lth Review Commission. The basic

purpose of.the ACt is "to assure, as far as possible, every working man and woman

in the nation safe and healthful working conditions and to preserve, pur human

resources." The "safe and healthful working conditions" will be assured by

uthorizing enforcement of the standards developed underithe Act. Assisting and

tncouraging the states in their efforts to assure safe mid healthful morktng
w.

conditions and providing for research, information, education, and training in the

field of occupational safety and health are also intents of the Act..



OSHAscovers abbut 60.00,000 people in 5,000,000 workplces; excludel Federal

employeei,State and polittcalqiubdthtions.thereof and certain waterfront workers

,APPRENTICESRIP AND SAFETY:

AmajOr goal of all apprenticeship programs is to provide the 'apprentice with the

knoWledge and skills needed to.work safely in his or her trade. Much time;-effort,

'and money will be!devoted to making an apprentice a skilled craftworker, all of

whithwill-te wasted if an industrial accident cuts shb the apprentite's career

and:perhaps, life.:

,

Apprentices are expected i4 learn how to work safely; '0 study the laWS governing

safety; to understand the principles ypon which safe work practices are based; and

to conduct themselves at all timeewitp due consideration for their own safety and ,

that of their co-workers.

*the apprentice should keep in mind that accidents do not just-happen. Accidents

are caused by people, and they happen most often to people who fail to work in a

spfe manner.

2J
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VOCABULARY

Terms and Definitions

. A. OSHAct--An abbreviatioi far the Occuriational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
The Act"Orovides for minimum safety and health standards for working conditigns.
It is a Federal Act of Congress.

OSHA--An abbreviation foe the Ocppational Safety and Health Administration.
OSHA is part of the United States Department of Labor and its 'main duties are to:

1. Encourage employers and employees. to reduce'hazards in their workplaces.

2. Establish responsibilities and rights of employers and employees.

3. Encourage new safety and health programs.

4. Establish record keeping procedures to keep track of injuries and illnesses
that happen on/or because of the job.

'5. Develop'standards and enforce them.

6. Encourage the states to establish safety and health programs.

Standards--These are the rulet that are set up by OSHA to provide minimum
assurance of on-the-job safety. We Will be concerned mainly with construction
standards. There are two types of standards:

1. Horizontal standards - those applying to all industries.

2.. Vertical standards - those applying to one special indus6,y.

D. Variance--This is an exemption for an employer from a particular standard.
There are several types of variances:

1. Temporary - when a standard cannot be-complied with so other arrangements,
are made for the time being.

Permanent - when a means different from the standard provides adequate safety
and health,conditions.

Experimental - when testing new methods of safety,

Other - when there is a national emergency situationv

`AccidentAn unplanned, uncontrolled event which results in personal injury or
tile chance of personal injdry. Accidents cost the U.S. at least $47 billion-a

:iyear., Of this, $16 billion is due to accidents at work. Work accidents kill
` tore than 12,000 people and cause over 2,000,000 disabling injuries per year
in the U.S.

Hazard--Something that is potentially dangerous and if not,corrected could cause
an accident.j,"

G. Contractor--An employer in construction. There are two types:

1. °Prime or general contractor - the contractor in charge of the entire
construction project and all of its phases. He or she is responsible for
the overall safety and health of everyone working.
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2. Sub-contractor!- a contractor who works for the prime or general contractor
'and is responsible for some phase of the project such as plumingldr painting.
Each sub-contractor is responsible for the iifety and health of his/her own
employees.

Safety DirectorThe person responsible.for putting a good safety program to
work and keiping, it, running effectively on a company -wide basis. In large
companies there may be a full-time safety director, in small companjes the
'superintendent or the contractor may act as the safetydirector along wftlitit

her other dutiet..

Project Superintendent--The person tn,charge of the entire project,,uually
.

reporting to the Rrime contractor. This' person is responsible for putting the..
safety program to work on the project and making sure the workers follow it.

Sifety Supervisor41.70n large projects there maybe a full-time perso who is
assignedlv.the superintendent to run the safety, program, lncludi g inspectioris,
investigations, and record, keeping. r

Foreman--The person in charge of a small group of employees. He or She is
usually veil, experienced in her or his trade.

L. Employee-- Anyone who works for a contractor or is working on thejob site.
(TM 1

i.
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INDIVIDU LIZED LEARNING. SYSTEMS

Detenninetheofirrect word(s) for each statement ancj fill in the blanks.

Accidents are caused for the most part by unsafe , unsafe
, or a combination of these hazards.

2. In passing the Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970,
the federal government declgred that on-the-job safety is the responsibility
of 2

3. The responsibility for administering the Will iams-Steiger 'Act rests with the
Secretary of

Anyone knor to beunder the influence of should,
not be permitted on the job while'in that conaition.

0.
5." Employees should be alert to see that all guards and other protective devices

are in their proper places and adjusted, and they'should report'any deficiencies
to. the pr

Repairs or adjustments to machinery should not be.made while the equipment is
in

A worker whose regular duties ,do not include operating machinery or equipment
sOuld not attempt to do so without special

8. An accident is an .,and111..01.11040.

I

occurrence..



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

oft

Self Assessment
Answers

. or

1. conditions, acts

everyone

labor

4. intoxicants, drugs

5. foreman, safety supervisor

Motion

permission

unplanned, unforeseen

O
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment
Decide which of the four answers is corr ct, or most nearly correct; write the

.corresponding letter in 'the blanks at e left of each question.

1.

2.

Provisions of the Williams- Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act
of 1970 require that emplpyers comply with safety and health standards
issued by:the

a. U.S. Senate
b.. Division of Industrial Safett
c. U.S. Department of tabor
d. none of the above

Workmen's compensation laws ha been passed so that workers injured
on the job 'nay receive benefit payments

a. only if the injury was the employei.!s fault'
b. only if the injury was the employee's fault
c. if insured through an authorized insurance carrier
d. ti the case of"any industrial injury

In the lifting of loadt, the weight should be- cavied mostly by the
muscles in the

a. legs
h. back
c. arms
d. abdomen

4. A good program of accident control must include

a. offering rehabilitation training to injured workers
b. firing employees who have accidents
c. correcting unsafe working conditions and practices
d. puttingtup safety posters

5. Which of the following is an unsafe act?

a. sawdust on a stairwell ,

,b. a ladder with a broken rung
c. wearing loose-fitting clothing on the job
d. poor housekeeping



6. OSHA is a result of

a. expanding federal government
b. a decision by construction foremen
c. the safety and health review committee
d. labor's concern fora safe workplace

7. Owing a typical year,
killed was near

-a. 200.
b. 750
c. 12,000
d. 100,000

in the past few years, the number of employees

,8. Which of the following is not a variance?

.46

a.- temporary
horizontal'

c. experimental
d. permanent

1

4.

see '

4t,
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1.4401011,44411101040.

2. cl

a

4. .c



1.2
HAND TOOL SAFETY

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe safety practices for
the use of hand tools.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe safe practices for
use of common hand tools.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

This study guide is to be used by the student as a "blueprint" to sucessfully

complete this module. Please complete all of the following steps, and Check them

off as you complete them. 114;'

1.

3.

.11.M.IONM

Wi

Familiarize yourself with the Goal and Performance Indicators of this
module. This will give you an overall view of what the module contains
and what you'll have to do to complete it.

StUdy the Information section thoroUghly. This will provide you with the
knowlege necessary to pass the exam.

As stated in the Performance Indicators'on the.cover sheet of this module,
you may be examined in one of two ways: 1) by taking the Self Assessment
and Post Assessment exams or 2) by completing the Assignment as explained
on the Assignment sheet.

a. Complete the Assignment; your instructor will evaluate your
performance

or

Take the Self Assessment 4xam which follows the Assignment page.
The exam is Alesigned to determine whether you have learned
enough from the Information section to successfully complete theit
Post Assessment exam. You may refer to the Information section
for assistance, but if you have too much trouble with the Self
Assessment, you should restudy the Information. section before
going on to the next step. Compare your Self Assessment answers
with those on the Self Assessment answer sheet which follows the
exam.

c. Complete the Post Assessment exam and' turn it in to your
instructor'for grading. It is recommended that you score 90%.
or better on the Post Assessment exam before going tO the next
module.
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Information
Iii..1111101111. ./.

This module, "Occupational Safety -.Hand Tool Safety," covers the safety procedures

for properly handling and maintaining the. most common hand-powered tools formed in

the most ,common work sites. Since the use of tools enabjes workers to carry out

the most important functions of their joh, each worker must know how to use his' .

or her tools as safely and as efficiently as potsible. Obviously, all fools should

be kept clean and free of grease or other substances which might affect the grip

of the worker or might impair the tools' efficiency. Likewise, tools should not

be thrown. In addition to possible worker injur,i, the tool might be damaged, at

well.

This and the folloiing pages contain specific rules for good safety practice. The

tools have been grouped into categories for easy reference.

A. HAMMER SAFETY: claw; ball peen, blacksmith's, bricklayer's, setting, riveting,

engineer's, stone sledge, mash, and upholsterer's,

1. Choose the correct type mild size hammer for the job.

2. The hammer face should be about 3/8" larger in diameter than the object

being struck.

3. Never strike two hammer faces together; the faces may Ship off.

4. .Strike the object squarely and flatly to prevent slipping or denting'.

5. If the tool's handle is damaged,replace the handle.

6. If the hammer face is damaged or worn out replace the entire hammer

7. Use a sledge to drive hardeded cut and masonry nails, not a claw or brick-

l'ayer's hammer. This can damage the faces of the latter, two and may cause

dangerous flying pieces.

Do not use hammers on wooden or plastic handled chisels. Hammers Will

'ruin these handles and may injure hands.

Do not pound, with the cheek (side) of,the hammer. It can too easily slip

. off add also will damage the handle;



B. MALLET SAFETY: wood, plastic, rubber, rawhide, and nonferrous hammers such,

as lead, copper, aluminum, and brass.

1. Never use mallets for pounding on sharp objects or for driving nails. This

will damage the soft heads.

2. Use mallets to pound on wood or plastic handled chisels to prevent damaging

the chisels.

3. Do not use a mallet if the handle-is loose, the head may fly off.

C. STRUCK TOOL SAFETY: cold chisels, all-steel wood chisels, drift punches and.

pins, star drills, blacksath's punches, nail sets, wedges, brick sets and nail

pullers.

1. Be sure struck tools are ground at the pr6per angles', are sharp and have no

burns.

2. Remove mushroomed heads and prbperly dress the struck face to prevent

flying pieces.

3. Replace worn out, cracked, or bent struck tools to prevent injuries.

Chooie the correct struck tool for the job.

5. Hold the struck tools steady, but with a relaxed grip, so fingers or hands

will not-be hit. Use pliers or another tool if there is a hand injury

hazard.

6. Tools being struck by other workers should be held with tongs.

7. Protect sharp edges when tools are stored, to prevent damaging them or

cutting your hands or fingers.

8. Use a sledge, not a bricklayer's hammer, when hitting a 'brick, set to

prevent chipping the bricklayer's hammer face.
AIL

D. SCREWDRIVER SAFETY: regular, Phillips, Reed and Prince, and electrician's or'

cabinet in all their shapes and sizes.

1. Select the correct screwdriver for the job with the correct tip style and

size, the correct length araa4shank; the correct handle size, smaller diameter

for more speed,.larger for more torque.

2. Never pound on a strewdriyer. This will ruin the handle, damage the tip,

and bend or break the shank:

Do not hold the strew with your hand while driving it, drill,or punch a

pilot hole to prevent hand Or finger injuries.

4. Keep hands and fingers out from under the screwdriver to prevent gashes if-

it slips.

5. Screwdrivers should not be used as pry bars; this will bend or break the

34



shank and damage the tip.

.Never use pliers.to helplurn a 'screwdriver, the job teeth will ruin the

shank or handle.

Use an appropriate wrench only .on heavy -duty, square-shanked,Screwdrivem

Use'a screw - holding clip.or magnetized strewdriler to .start screws in

awkward places and to avoidhand or finger injury.

Use non-sparking screwdrivers, usually made'Of beryllium copper, when

working near.eXplosive vapors.

10. bte OnlyprOpeily-intulated screwdrivers when working on electrical devich.

11. Do not use .a screwdriver for electrical'testing, this will .burn or blast

a piece out'ofit.

12. Do not use a screwdriver for stirring paint, varnish, or other materials

that will leave a coating on it.

4.

E. WRENCH SAFETY: open-end, box, socket, adjustable, pipe, monkey; chain, spanner,

tee, torque, and Allen. ,

1. Select the right type of wrench for the job. Box and socket are usually the

safest. .

Select the correct siie wrench for,the job, considering fit and leverage

needed. A snug fit is necessary. Don't use cheater bars as the force of

the additional leverage will exceed what the wench handle was designed to

withstand.

3. Pull on adjustable wrenches; putting the force on the fixed jaw.

4. Be sure the wrench fits squarely on the object and is not tilted, This

will help prevent slipping off. or damage to the wrench and object.

5./ Be sure your footingand your stance-is adequate to prevent falling if

something should let loose unexpectedly. Brace yourself if necessary.

6. Use a straight handle, rather than an offset if possitle, as there' is Less

chance of slipping,

Never pound with a wrench.

lic8. Use penetrating oil on a frozen obj t first. If this does not loosen it,

use a heavy-duty wrench that has a striking face (made to hit with a hammer).

F. PLIERS SAFETY: regular, slip-joint, pump, long nose, needle.nose, side cutters,

,lineman's, crimpers, hliclamp, wire stripper and glass cutters.

.1. Select the correct s ze and type for the job.

,2. Never use a cheater on pliers as it can bend, break, and ruin them.

3. Do not expose pliers to excessive heat as it will draw the temper out.



When cutting, cut at right angles to the wire. This puts the leaststrain

on the pliers..

Do not bend the wire back and forth against the utt.ing edges as, it may

damage the edges or spring the pliers.

When cutting, point the open side down so the cut end will not fly out at

someone. 1

7. Put a drop of oil on the pliers joint to lengthen i,ts life' and allow for

easier operation.

8. Use only pliers with high dielectric insulation (not just plastic-dipped

ones) when working on electrical devices to prevent shocks or electrocution.

Keep jaw teeth or knurls clean to avoid slips and tage to material

surface.

10. Never use pliers as a hammer.

G. VISE SAFETY: utility,'machinist's, woodworker's, pipe and( drill press.

1. When working on an object heft in a, vise, work as close to the vise as

possible. This will help eliminate vibrations and chances for slipping.

2. Clamp objects in the middle of the Jw to prevent untkven strains on the

vise.
I

3. Never use a cheater on a vise handle. This will bend the handle or ruin

the screw.
1

4. Use a vise of adequate size. It is easy to ruin a vise by overloading it.

5. Be sure the vise is securely fastened to prevent it from falling off. Use

'all bolt holes and proper sized bolts, '

6. Do not pound on vise jaws. They are hardened and may chip or crack.

7. f Support the far end of long work to avoid putting, excessive strain on

the vise.'

Repair or replace a damaged vise before using it.

H. CLAMPING TOOL SAFETY: bar, pipe, miter, spri g, hand screw, "C", welder's,-64,

and vise grips.

1. Select the correct size and type' of clamp.

2. Keep all moving parts clean and lightly oiled to provide easy operation.

3. Do not over-tightlY1 clamps and never use a cheater. This will bend, break,

or ruin the threads.
Nt,'

4. Do not use clamps to...secure scaffolding.

let loose%

5. Never use clamps for hoisting materials.

If they are bumped they could 4

Use only approved devices.
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SNIPS SAFETY: tin, aviation, combination, compound, lever, and shears.

1. Select the correct size and type snips for the job

2.. Keep snips sharp.

3. Do not cut wire with snips, it will damage the cutting edges. Use only on

non-hardened sheet metal.

4. Use only handpressure on the handles, neVer, a hammer or your foot. This

could spring the hinge.

5. Protect the edges and points of snips when stored to prevent injury and

damage.

Wear gloves wheA cutting with snips.

.J. SAW SAFETY: hand saws, miter box, keyhole., compass, hack, back, dovetail, and

coping.

1.c Select the correct type and size saw for the job.

2. Keep saws sharp and set to insure good cutting.

3. Protect the points from being damaged by checking for nails, bolts se grit

before sawing.

4. Use a saw-horse or bench, not your knee or leg to hold material when sawing.

5. Make sure saw handle is in good condition and tight.

6. Be aware of hand, finger, and leg position when sawing to prevent personal

injury.

Wear glove.s when sawing metal to prevent being cut by sharp cuttings.

Hacksaw teeth shoul4 point away from the handle; and saw strokes directed

away from yourself.

K. FILE AND RASP SAFETY: rough, coarse, bastard, second-cut, smooth and dead

smooth metal files, cabinet fifes, wood rasps, other surform tools. /

1. Select the proper type and size file for the job.

2. Do not confuse wood and metal, files and rasps. Filing metal with a wood

file or rasp will ruin it.

Cut on the forvirdrstroker

Clean files ofien while using to prevent slipping and to.insure good

cutting.

5. All files must have handles of proper size to.prevent hand wounds.

6. Clamp objects.to be filed securely to prevent filing your hand or fingers,

7. Never 'use files or rasps as pry bars, they are very hard and brittle and

will snap, besides damaging the teeth.

40#
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O ssignment

Select-any two of the following assignments to complete instead of taking the

Self Assessment and *Post Assessmen xams.

qarry your 'tool box,. kit or pouch to your instructor and demonstrateand tell

him or ter the proper use, the proper maintenance and the proper selection

(what the tool. JA:As0 for, as well as what it is not used for) for every tool

you have. 'Expl(i4.4..ik characteristics of each and point out any potential

safety hazar4: ki*;:.; exist on each tool...

2. Have youratistructor impro rly select and/or demonstrate the use of at least

one tifOlfrom at least seven of the tool categories described in the Information

4e.ctiOn,:yihile you point out what's wrong with the selection and/or use of each.

In your :.fristructor' s pre$ence, compare your tools (or your employer'.s tools if
:yOu h ,.access to them) with new tools of similar make, and describe any

fliss amage or improper maintenance which might make Your tools unsafe.

r

,''t 11
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Self
Assessment

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
, ,

.1

I

Select the answer which best completes the statement.' Write' the 'answer in the

blank to the left of emu) statement.

$.

Hand tools should always: .

a. have a layer of grease to prevent .rust -during winter work

b. have a layer of oil to prevent rust duOing winter work

c. be'kept clean of grease or oil at all tlmes

d. be covered with graphite during the. Tinter

=11101

The hammer face should be how much larger in diameter than the object

being struck?

a. 3/8"

b. 5/8"

c. or more

d. 1/16" only -

3i.

3. If a mallet handle is broken, you should always:

a. tape the handle with non-ferrous tape

b. glue and splice the handle

c. heat tht'handle

d. replace the handle

4. The following is an example of a struck tool:

a. star drill

cresent wrench

screwdriver

needle nose pliers,



0

tz)

5. Tools being struck by others should be held with:.

0. gloves

b. tongs

c. cheater bars

d. hoists

6. On which type of screwdriver should a wrench be used?

a. heavy-duty, square-shank

b. star shanked titaniumh

c. Phtllips light weight
4

d. none of the above
f

7. Proper Wrench safety always includes:

a. oiling the h0ndle /'

b. tilting the wrench at an angle

c. usihg an offset handle whenever possible

d. using penetrating.oil.on frozen objicts

4

8. What type of cheater should be used with pliers?

a.t non-ferrous metal

4 b. wood

c. none
Ca/

d. spring steel

9. When using a.vise, objects should be clamped:

la. at the near end of he jaw

*b. at the middle of the Jaw,

c. wherever you want

at the far end of the jaw

10. Clamps should be:

a: stored in a pile

b.. used for hoistin§

C. used for securing scaffolding,

d. tightened without the, use of a cheater

I
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Self Assessment
Answers

2.L. a
0

3 d

a

6. a

7. d

8.

9. b

10. d 1

4.

4.

41
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Post
Assessment

41
Cip

Select the answer which best completes the statement. Write your answer in the

blank at the left of the statement.
-10

1. . Snip, may be used to cut:

a. wire

b. non-hardened sheet metal

c. all lead alloys

d. hardened sheet metal

2.
811./111111,14M

Hacksaw teeth shOi.Ald be:

a. pointed toward your body

b. pointed away from your body

c. bent at both ends

d. heated before cutting

I)

One characteristic of a file or rasp is it's:

a. brittle

b. soft W

c. springy

d. silver coated

When working on or near electrical devices, use only pliers with:

a. high dielectric insulation

b. low dielectric insulation

c. circuit breakers

d. plastic handles, shanks, tips and barrels

0

4,



A cheater bar provides for:

a. more leverage

b. less leverage

c. less foot-pounds-per-square-inch

d. C-clamps

Wrenches should always be:

a. pulled toward your body

b, pushed away from your body

c. owned by the contractor

d. silver-plated

7. Struck tools with mu*hroomed heads should be:

a. repaired

b. used as often as possible

c. used in conjunction with a sledge hammer

d. coated with plastic

8. When working near(explosive vapors, screwdrivers should be:

a. made of beryllium copper

b. dmade of non-ferrous metals

c. stored in dry ice prior to use

d. steel-coated

9. When moving about the job site, tools should be:

a. tossed

b. thrown

c. carried

d. coated in plastic

10. Wood rasps and files should always be:

a. used on steel

b. sharpened

c. rubber-tipped

d. clamped the object to be filed

4
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

Amiliol01111111101114111011M1010011111.100111110.

2

r

c. a

a

a

6. a

7. a

a

1
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Goal:

fi

,°)

irocioucoonal LumninG )440)antl

The apprentice will be able to
° describe safe practices in the

use of power tools.

/

(1

POWER TOOL SAFETY

with pneumatix

3. Describe safety
.poser tools.

4. Describe safety with power

actuated power tools:

c_
with hydraulic
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Study Guide e

iirirmimmoinwoompimmomposamanuimumminmeminamoori

This-study guide is to be used by the student as a "blueprintLrto successfully,

complete this module. PleAse complete all of the following steps, and check them

off as you complete them.

1. Familiarize yourself with the Goals and Performance Indicators of this
module. This will give you an overall view of what the module contains
and what you'll have to do to complete it.

Study the Information. section thoroughly. This will provide you with
the knowledge necessary to pass the exams.

3. Complete the Assignment as instructed on the Assignment page. The

4 Assignment is intended not only to make you better aware of the principles
discussed in the Information section, but it is intended to be part of
the requirement for successfully completing the module.

Take the Self-Assessment Exam which fotlows the Assignment page. The
exam is designed to determine whether you have learned enough from the
Information section and your assignment to successfully complete the Post
Assessment exam.

You may refer to the Information section for assistance, but if you have
too much trouble with the Self Assessment portion, you should re-study
the Information section before going on to step 5. Compare your Self
`Assessment answers with those oh the Self Assessment answer sheet immed-
iately following the Self Assessment exam.

4

Complete the Post Assessment exam and turn it in to your instructor for
grading% It is recommended that you score 90% or better on the Post
Assessment before going on to the next module.

4
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/

Information

This module covers safety procedures for the most commonly-used electric, pneumatic,

hydrauliC and powder-actuated tools used in and around the construction industry.

Many of the rules for operating these tools--as for the operation of hancrtools--

require only common sense. For example, every worker should know the following':

. electric tools must have grounding wires'or insulated cases to prevent shock;

electrical cords must be examined prior to use for insulation or prong damage; .

proper cord sizes should be used to prevent overheating and fires;.plugs.should.

be removed from receptacles carefully to avoid wire damage;.switche§,should be in

good operating condition and should be in "off" position before the cord is plugged

in; adjust and clean (power tools only whenthe tool is unplugged, and be cautious

when plugging in .a power cord for another worker.

/ELECTRIC

PaliTABLE CIRCULAR SAW SAFETY

1. Must be, equipped with a fixed guard over the upper half of the blade and a

working movable guard over the lower half.

2. Saw blade should clear the stock being cut by no more than 1/8 inch.

3.1 Use the recommended blade, the proper size, in good condition, and installed

correctly.

4.. Never block or tie the guard back.

5. Allow the saw to cut without forcing.

6. Check material to be cut for nails, grit, or hat may interfere 0

with cutting.

7. Always check for the lower guard return before putting the sa down.

8. Adequately support the material to be cut to prevent binding.

9. Allow the saw blade to come to full speed before cutting to prevent over-

loading and possible kickbacks.

10, Hold the saw firmly, do not allow it to pull out of your hands.

'11. Saw in the forward motion only, never backwards.

a



12.- Clean sawdust from around the movable guard often and before using to
,

insure it works properly.

13. Do not over-reach.

14. Never try to cut a curve or other, than in altraight line with a portable

Ip

circular saw.

t
RECIPRdCATING. HAND SAWS

1. Select the proper blade fo the material used and the cut to be made.

2. -Hold the saw firmly.
14p

3. When making a plunge cut; feed the blade in slowly with'the base of 'the

saw setting on the material:,

4. Hold the base against the material being cut.

POWER HACKSAW SAFETY

1. Securely clamp stock to be sawed.

2. Turn the saw on and lower the blade on to the stock slowly:

3. Allow the saw, to cut at its own rate.

4. Support long stock to prevent buckling.

5. Use the correct blade; make sure it is sharp, and mounted to cut on the

power stroke. Use coolant itnecessarY.

6. Metal 4ay be hot and have a sharp burr after being hacksawed.
P

7. Set blade tension at menufacturer's recommendation.

PNEUMATIC 'TOOL SAFETY
ti

1. Pneumatic tool hoses must be secured to prevent accidental discbnnection.

21. Compressed
/
air can be used for Gleaning only if pressure is less than 30

pounds per square inch (PSI) and it is used with an effective chip guard.

3. Any pneumatic hosesover 1/2-inch in diameter must have a safety valve at

the source that reduces pressure if the hose fails.

4. Couplings between hoses must have a.safety connection in case the coup-

lings fail to hold.

All pneumatic nailers with automatic feed and that operate with over 100.

PSI pressure must have a safety device on the muzzle to prevent the

nailer from ejecting when not in contact with the,work surface. It is

wise to have this feature on all nailers.

Never point a nailer. or staplei.at anyone. When carrying them, point them

toward the floor.\

Never use pneumatic hoses for hoisting anything.

ti



4
Use a dryer and filter to prevent moisture and dirt froM enteri*the

tool. 4

Be sure hose and fittings are/in good condition and securely fastened

before opening the air-line valve.

10. NeVer exceed the manufacturer's recommended pressure for tools.

11. Wear proper personal protection when using pneumatic tools*
12. When work is completed,' shut the air supply off and then run the tool to

drain the line before disconnecting.

SPRAYER SAFETY

1. Do not exceed air pressure recommended by manufacturer. A blowup could

occur.

2. When spraying, wear respiration protection and work In a well ventilated

area only.

Never spray near ignition-hazards.

4. Do not point the sprayer at anyone.

HYDRAULIC POWER,TOOL SAFETY

1. Hydraulic fluid must be fire resistant and approved by the United States

Bureau of Mines.

2.. Never exceed the manufacturer's recommended safe operating pressure for

hoses, pipes, fitting, filters, and controls.

3. Never touch a stream of hydraulic fluid from a leak. The fluid under

pressure can cause serious injuries.

POWDER4CTUATED TOOL SAFETY

1'. Powder-actuated tools must be checked out and tested before loading each

day. If not in good working order, they must not be used until repaired.

2.. Do not load powder-actuated tools until just before using them.

3. Never point them at anyone, Whether loaded pr not.

4. Hearing and eye protection must be worn along with any other necessary

personal' protection.

Never 'allow hands or fingers in front of the open barrel end.

Never leave the tool unattended when using it, even if it is unloaded.

Return it to its case and put away where unauthorized personnel cannot

get it.

7. Leave' protective guards in place.

There must be a safety &vice to prevent firing in case the tool is



dropped or while it is being loaded and unloaded.

Thert must be a safety/device that prevents firing:if the muzzle is

tilted over eight degrees.

10. There must be a safety device that prevents the 'tool from firing uhless

the muzzle is pressed against the material surface.

11. Use low velocity piston type' tools whenever possible.

12. Only those trained and qualified by an authorized dealer or distributor

should be allowed to use powder-actuated tools.

13. DOInot use powtler-actuated tools where there.is a combustion or .explosion

hazard..

FASTENER (STUD GUN) SAFETY

1. Do not drive fasteners into very hard or brittle materials such as:

a. Cast iron

b. Glazed tile

c. Surfaced hardened steel

d. Glass block

e. Face brick

f. Hollow tile

COMPRESSOR SAFETY - Even though compressors are actually powered by electric motors

or gasoline engines, they will be.covered here because of their direct use with

pneumatic. tools.

1. Air storage tanks. on compressors must be approved by the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers (A.S.M.E.) and have this approval permanently

stamped into them. t.

2. Drain the water"out of the storage tanks at' least daily, AD prevent rust

through and weak points.

3. Compressed air storage tanki must,be equipped with a working safety relief.

valve to prevent exploding.

4. Keep the relief valve and pressure gauge in good working condition.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignrient
Select any twoiof thd fbllowing three assignments to complete instead of taking

the. Self Assessment and Post. Assessment exams.
N

. 7.
,

.

.

.

List, step-bx-stbp all of the safety practices that you ferform when operating

at least two of the electrical, pneumatic, hydraulic, or powder-actuated tools

which you use in your work. i

2. Write a short report for your instructor, citing at least eight power tool,

violations at your job site, and explain what can be done to correct the

violations.
k'

3 Have your instructor show you or demonstrate to you at least five power tools

4 which are in unsafe condition or unsafe use, and you poinout the faults.

0
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Self
Assessment, 0

..1........,..T.!...in
Select the answer which best completes the statement. Write the letter of that

answer in the blank to the left of the statement.

1. 'All (electric tools must have:

a. coveripuards

b. grounding wi rest

c. guard covers

receptaclesd.

2. Circular saws should be used to cut:=frioa...y.ao

a. in the forward motion only

b. in the.backward motion only

c. in non-ferrous woods

d. crooked cuts

o

a,

_ One of the requirements for using compreS4sed air for cleaning is that:

a. pressure is less than 15 pounds per square foot

b. pressure is less than 30 pounds per square foot

c. pressure is less than. 15 pounds per square inch

d. pressure is-1 ss than 30 pounds per square inch

,
Regarding pneumatic tool use, hose couplings should, be:

a. fitted with a safety connection

b. subjected to no more than 15 pounds per square inch

c. made of 1/2-inch hose

d. fitted by compressed'air



4

4
.G

5. When carrying a pneumatic mailer or stapler, always:

a. point it toward the ceiling

b., .point it toward the floori,

c. point it town your leg

d. "Pint it towar wall

46. If the operator exceeds the air pressure recommended by the manufacturer:

a. a blowup could occur

b. ignition could occur

c. paint droplets will ,cond

4d. the nozzle could get plugged up

Hydraulic fluid must be:

a. fire resistant

b. filter resistant

c.. stored in sub-freezing containers

d. streak proof

4

4

8: powder - actuated tools should be equipped with a safety device to

prevent discharge:

a. unless the muzzle is pressed against material

b. at all times

c., until the tool is dropped

d. which is a low velocity piston

9. Fasteners should not be driven into:

,a. extremely hard or brittle materials

b. concrete

c, wood

d. particle board

I.

10. Air storage tanks on compressors must be approved by

a. American Society of Mechanical Engineers

b. AMerican Society of Mining ngineers

c. American Society of Compressor Engineers

d. American Socie,ty of Pressure Engineers

53
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'Self Asseisnient
Answers

4

is

ft

2. a

3.

5.

6. a

a

a

10. a

Yr+

't
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Post
Assessment

MOOMIIIIMIIIMMINE1110.111

Select the answer which best completes the statement. Write the letter for that

answer in the blank at the left of each statement.

1 With which of the follgwing tools would you likely find coolant being used?

a. circular saw

b. reciprocating saw

c. pneumatic stapler

d. power hack saw

Compressed air can be used for cleaning only if the pressure is less than:

a. .30 pounds per square inch (PSI)

b. 3 PSI

c. 60 PSI

d. 15 PSI

When you're finished using a pneumatic tool, you should:

a. disconnect the air line, then shut the'air supply off

b. shut the air supplyroff, then disconnect the line

c. disconnect the air line, then allow it to drain

d. allow the line to build up pressure until thlinext job

4. Any pneumatic hose over 1/2' in diameter should have a safety valve that

reduced pressure if the hose fails. The safety' valve should be located at:

a.. the source

b. the tip

c. the coupling

d. the dryer



In,operating a portable circul saw* the saw blade should clear the

stock by:

'°( fa. 2-3 inches

b. 1/4 inch

c. 1/8 inch or less

d. no more than 1/2 inch

A portable circular saw must-have a fixed guard over the uple half of

the blade and:

a. a fixed guard over thebottom half of the blade

b. a portable guard over the bottom half of the blade

C. a working movable guard over thewbottom half of the blade

d. 'a flexible guard over the bottom half of the blade

7. Starting the saw and allowing it to come to full speed before cutting

will prevent:

a. overloading

b. buckling

c. burrs

d. blade tension

8. Couplings between hoses must have:

a. safety valves

b. safety harnesses

c. safety connections

d. safety teuions

9. Hydraulic fluid must be:

10.
dinime1r4.1

a. warmed before use

T. purplish in color

c. fire resistant

d. used in powder-actuated tools

Fasteners can be driven into:

a. 'cast iron

b. glass block

c'. both of the above

d. none of the above
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4

Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

enwa won*,..... ..11.111.1111MMI111...141111 11111114

4t.

1. d

2. d-

3. b

4. a

C

6. c

7

8. c

9. c

10. d

r

Pk.
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FIRE SAFETY

NC,

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe fire safety practices.

Performance Indicators:.

Describe fire behavior.

Describe the elements of
combustion.

3. Describe fire hazards.
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Information
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Approximately 8,800 people died las a result of fires;in the United States during

1976. '06 account of recent changes in the method of estimation, this total is

down sharply from the approximately 12,000 annual fire fatalities estimated by the

National Fire Protection Association. The principal reason for this substantial

decrease is a major reduction in,the number of motor vehicle fire deaths inclUded
.

in the estimate.

Of the 8,800 estimated total United States fire deaths for 1976, approximately'

- 6,200 or 70 percent are estimated to be residential. On account of-the revisions

in the method of calculating national death statistics, the proportion of fire

deaths that are residential has risen substantially from previous estimates and

piace new emphasis on the relative severity of the residential fire death problem.

FIRE BEHAVIOR SCIENCE

Fire is a chemiCalpreaction known as combustion. It is frequently defined as the

rapid oxidation of combustible material accompanied by a release of energy in the

form of heat and light.

I

BASIC COMPONENTS OF BIMING.

For many years, the 'three sized figure of the fire triangle has adequately been

used to explain and describe the combustion led extinguishing theory (Fig. 2-1)

Oxygen, heat, and fuel in proper proportions create a fire, and if any one 6f the
.,

three elements is removed, a fire cannot exist. Recently, a new theory hos been

developed 'to explain icombustion and extinguishment further. Those who developed

this theory made a transition from thiplain geometric triangular figure, which

we recognize as the fire triangle, to a four-sided geometric figure, a tetrahedron

(Fig. -2), which resembles a pyramid. One of.the four sides serves as Jibe base

PIPIand.re nts the chemical chain re &ction. The three standing sides represent.

heat, fuel, and oxygen. The removal of:one or more of the four sides will make.

the tetrahedron incomplete and result in estinguishment of .the fire.

4
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Approximately 16% Required
Normal air contains 21% 02
Some fuel materials contain
sufficient oxygen within
their makeup to support
burning.

16

PHYSICAL STATE

To Reach Ignition Temperature
Open Flame The Sun
Hot Surfaces
Spark, and Arcs
Friction Chemical Action
Electrical Energy
Compression of Gases

Natural Gas
Propane

Butane
Hydrogen
Acetylene
Carbon Monoxide
others

LIQUIDS

Gasoline
Kerosene
Turpentine
Alcohol
Cod Liver Oil

Paint
Varnish
Lacquer
Olive Oil
Others

Bulky Finely Divided Dust

Coal
Wood
Paper

Cloth
Wax
Grease

Leather

Plastic

Sugar

eiin

Cork

others

Figure 2-1

a

The "fire triangle" was used to explain the three components
necessary for burning.

-BEST-0y
VAI I
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Fidlure 2-2 The "fire tetrahedron", a four-sided solid, was suggested to

include the chemical chain reacti6n as another component *

necessary for burning. The components would then form a pyramid. !

I

BEST COPY'AVAILAR,
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FUEL

The fuel segment of both the fire triangle and tetrahedron is defined as. "any

material that can be oxidized." The term "reducing agent " 'has reference to a

fuel's ability to reduce an Oxidizing agent.

OXYGEN (Oxidizing Agent)'

The term "oxidizing agent" helps explain how some materials,

nitrate and potassium chlorate, whickrelease their own oxygen

conditions, can burn in an oxygen-free atmosphere.

HEAT (Temperature)

Heat and temprature are closely related and in some cases inseparable. Heat is ilk
a type of energy in.disorder while temperature is a measure of the degree of that

disorder.

as sodium

under certain

CHEMICAL CHAIN REACTION

The vapors.of gases which are-distilled during burning process of material

are.carried into the flame, These vapors contain at s and molecules which have

';'ilot yet been changed and they have an electrical char e which either attracts or

repels other.particles (Fig. 3)1:

/ ,
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N wool,
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'figure 2-3 iN:tione during.burning which are
ageociated;with the' chemical chain
reactlom



The.area between the flame and the fuel is called the "flame interface "., .a place

where very little burning takes place. Oxygen is drawn into the flame area from

the interfak throughout its uppermost regions. Here the molecular structure of

the material is broten down and the released atoms combine with other radicals to

form new compounds which are again broken down by the heat` Neither this descrip-

tion nor the reactions depicted in Fig. 2-3 are a step-by-step process, because

these reactions occur simultaneously in varying degrees.

PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION

When a fuel burns it undergoes chemical change and there are four products of

combustion: (1) fire gases; (2) flame; (3ilheat; and (4) smoke.

FIRE GASES

The term "fire gases' refers to the vaporized products of combustion. The more

common combustible materials contain carbon which,/when burnedforms carbon

dioxide and carbon monoxide., The principal,factors which determine the fire-gases

'tflat are formed by burning are the chemical composition of the fuel, the percent

of oxygen present for combustion, and the temperature of the fire. The carbon in

most fuels can be burned to complete combustion under controlled conditions.

This condition requires the proper mixture of fuel vapors and oxygen being regulated-

to the extent that most of the gas produced is carbon dioxide. A good example of

complete combustiop is-foUnd with the commofuel methane (a natural gas) ancOs

diagramed as follows and ,illustrated in Fig. 2-4.

Outer Cone

Inner Cone 11 this cone touches a Cool
surface.toot and disagreeable gases are
formed

Air Shutter

Secondary air goes to flame
MO from surrounding atmosolre

*ft,
k..

.;
war. diaS

imixing Throat!
or Venturi .

Burner

Mixture of Gas
and Air

Mixing Tube

Adjustable
Orifice Heed

Gas Cock

Primary Air Drawn in Here

4.

Gas

Figure 2-4 Complete combustion of methane occurs when air 02 and the
fuel are mixed properly.

63 At*



Under most burning conditions, however, the oxygen concentration is never adequate

for complete combustion; consequently, only a part of the carbon is oxidized.

This situation is particularly true with carbon fuels other than methane such as

wood, cloth, paper, and' hydrocarbons; When only a part of the carbon.is oxidized,

carbon monoxide, (C) is formed instead of carbon dioxide (CO2). While carbon

monoxide gas is not the most toxic of fire ga)es,- it ranks first in the cause of

fire deaths Ocause'it is always one of the most abundant. When two or more gases

or vapors ar4 present, ther total effect is usually greater than the sum of the

factors taken separately. Carbon monoxide (CO) is to unstable and has such an

affinity (combining power) for oxygen that 4t will combine with or rob almost any /

other oxygen-bearing substance of its oxygen to form CO2. When carbon monoxide /

is heated to approximately 1,200 degrees in the presence of Oxygen, it will burn

tt produce n dioxide'gas. Carbon monoxide gas is colorless, odorless, taste-

less; and s tly lighter than air. It may also be produced by slow oxidation.

It may-be found in sewers, caves, wells and mines in addition to automobile

exhaust smoke, stoves, and furnaces.

Hydrogen Oulfide (H2S) is a fire gas which may be formed during fires involving

/. organic material containing sulfur, such as hair, wool, meat n . es. Ib is

a colorless gas with a strong odor similar to rotten eggs. an is highly toxic. It

is heavier than air and will ignite when heated to 500 Ogre s F. Nitrous fumes

or oxides of nitrogen are alsoicommon fire gases and. are very poisonous.

FLAME

Flame is the visible luminous (light) body of a burning pas which becomes hotter

and leSs lumidous when it is mixed with increased amou is of oxygen. This loss

of luminosity is due to ;'More complete combustion of he carbon. For this

reason, flame is considered to be a product of combu tion. Howeverf heat, siroke

and gas can develop in certain types of smoldering fires without evidence of flame.

HEAT
h I

Heat is
4

a for of energy which is measured in.degrees of temperature to signify

its intensity. In this sense, heat is that product of combustion which is

reSponsible for the spread of fire; In a physiological sensevit is the direct

cause of burns and other forms of injury. In addition to heat-related

injuries include dehydration, heat exhaustion, and injury t the respiratory

tract. Heat, along with oxygen depletion and carbon monoxide formation are



regarded as the primary hazards in fires.

SMOKE

Smoke is a visible product of incomplete combustion. SMoke ordinarily encountered

at a fire consists of a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, some carbon

"monoxide, finely divided particles of soot and carbon, and a miscellaneous

assortment of products which have been released from the material involved. In

a burning structure, smke builds up gradually and continuously reduces visability

until 'ventilat4on is accomplished. Lack of visibility causes disorientation which

can trap persons in a smoke- filled byildimg.



Self
Assessment

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Determine the correct word(s) for each statement and fill in the blanks.

The three sides of the fire triangf a

and

2. More recently a geometric figure known as 'it fire tetrahedron which forms a

. pyramid brings into use a fourth component necessary for burning which is.

Complete combustion produces:

and

4

4 4. Carbon-monoxide is the most toxic of fire gases. True False

5. Hydrogen sulfide is heavier than air. True , False

4



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

1 oxygen, heat, fuel

24 chemical chain reaction

3. flame, heat,

4. True

5. True

e, five gases
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Post
Assessment

t,

Choose the answer which best fits the question.- Write the letter of the answer

on the line in front of the question orjill invthe blank with your answer:

Based on statistics, how many people could you expect to die as a
result of fires in the U.S. this year?

ia. 20,000
b. 10,000 or so
c. 850
d. far more than 20,000

2. What are the three ingredients of any fire?

a.

b.

c. 0

3. Which of the following fuels is an example of.a fuel which _creates its
own oxygen while burninq

a. wood or te4iles
b. green wood only
c. tetrahedron
d. sodium nitrate

What are the four products of fuel combustion?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Which gas is the most abuniptly produced by a fire?

a. carbon dioxide (COo)
b. carbon monoxide (CO)
c. hydrogen sulfide (H S)
d. all of them are foUhd in similar quantities

Which of the following occurs when oxygen to a fire in Increased?

a. flame becon1s hotter
b'. flame becomes cooler but is more visible.
c. more smoke is produced .

more hydrogen sulfide is produc



a

7.
...... Which of. the lollOillng is a heat-related injury?

LL boils
b. dehydration
c. hardening of the arteries
d. softening of the arteries

II

8.. StatisticaTlys what percentage of deaths due to fire are residential.
ln.nature?

'a. 77%
b. 88%
c. 82%
d. 70%-

9. The term "fire gases" refers to

the.vaporized produces of combustion
b. the vaporized products of smoke
c. the vaporized products.of atom release
d. the vaporized products of oxidizing agents

10. Which of the following is probably not a part.of smoke?

L

a. carbon dioxide
b. titanium crystals
c. oxygen
d. soot

,
r 1

s;) f

C
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instructor
Post Asessofent FInswers

0
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0

1. b

2. a. fuel, b. heat, c. oxygen

fir
4. a. smoke, b. fire gases, c. heat, flame

5. b

a

8. d

9. a

.10. b

I
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HYGIENE SAFETY

1,

*It

a

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe occupational health,
hazards and their prevention.

41

Performance Indkators:

1. Describe noise hazards to
human health.

Describe dust, vapor and fume
hazards.

3. Describe chemical Oaiard4.



INDIVIDUALI D LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

For successful completion of this. module:

1.- Familiarize yourself with the objectives.On the cover)heet of this module.

Study.the Information section.

3. Take the Self Assessmdnt.

4. Take the Post Assessment.

11.

a.

V
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Iriformation

An industrial hygienist is a person who has been trained in recognizing; evaluating,

and controlling environmental factors. The hygienists, concern themselves with the

chemical, physical, biological, or stress factors that may cause illness, impaired

health, or significant phisical discomfort to employees.

Health hazardl frequently result in employee over-exposure to toxic materials.

There are many toxic materials, some of which you are probably quite familiar with,

such as chlorine gas or carbon monoxide.

When an employee becomes over-exposed to toxic materials, his or her health can be

affected either internally (vital internal organs) or externally (skin, sense

organs). therefore health hazards result from both INTERNAL and EXTERNAL exposure

to toxic materials.

INTERNAL EXPOSWIE results in damage to internal organs from harmful or toxic' material's

entering thelbody in three ways.
, 1

1. $y breathing contaminants into the respiratory tract or lungs, such as dust,

'fumes, vapors, mists, or gases.

By swallowing contaminants with saliva, water, or food into the digestive

tract.

3. By absorption through the skin. -

1

Many substances, such as TNT, leaded gasoline and hydrogen cyanide can produce.

internal poisoning by direct contact with the skin. If there.are wounds such as

open cuts, scratches, or breaks in the skin, absorption is still easier.

The other tylle of health hazard, EXTERNAL EXPOSURE, can be defined as a contact

with the skin or sense organs by harmful elements, or simply too much contact with

an ordinarily harmless element. Effects of external exposure can vary quite widely

--from skin rashes to severe burns. Even nqise can be considered an external healthp



hazard.

NOISE.

Exposure to noise affects one of our senses; the sense of hearing. There are five

senses: sight, hearing, smell, tatte., and touch. Any of these senses can be

affected by external over-exposure to toxic materials, or physical agents.

Until three decades ago, the effect of noise hazards on workers was. notregarded

. as significant by some employers. 'As more information was gathered, it became

evident that many employees were suffering from acute hearing losses due to the

noise levels in-their'work area. To effectively combat the problems of excess

noise in your work area, you should understand some of the basic concepts of sound

and noise levels.

The noise level of any operation is measured in terms of DECIBELS (dB). A decibel

is the measurement of the intensity of a sound. Different so$nds have different,

decibel levels. For example, the intensity of a soft whisper is about 30 dB,

normal speech i about 73 dB, and a jet airplane gives off an intensity level of

about 160 dB. If you have ever been near a jet airplane wh4 the engines were on,

you will probably remembet how loud'and possibly painful the noise was.

One important point to remember, with regard to Sound! is that a tearing loss

usually occurs only after a workerPhas been expOsed to a noise level over a period

of time. For example, we listed the intensity level of a jet airplane as 160 dB.

If you were at4an airport and were near the airplane for a'shortitimes you wouldn't

experience a permanent hearing loss, But if'you had to work near airplanes all,

day, andtdidn't.wear ear-protection, you w8uld eventually experience a hearing loss.

, IFollowing is a list of, exposure levels a worker can tolerate'for a certain, number

of how's per day over a long period of time.

Maximum Hours of Exposure
. Sound Level

4
Per.. Day tieksured in dBA

8 / .90
6 92,

4 95
. 3 97

2 100 ,

I- 1(

1/2
.

I
* 102 .

105
I

lb

1/2 . 110
1/2 or less , 115,.. .



As you have probably noticed in the sound exposure gels, the notation dBA is.used,.

We have already explained what decibel (dB) means. The stands for a scale on

a sound level, meter, which approximates the range of a person's hearing. Whenever

a qualified person measures the noice level in your mork area, he.or she will use

a sound meter. 40

If excessive noiseexists, temporary measurei., such as ear plugs or ear muffs,

should be instituted immediately, while steps-for a permanent solution are being..

taken. Industrial hygienists or safety and health specihlists can help to

recommend the best course of action.
I

,6,

Not only does noise affect the ability to hears,it also affects the body itself:
.

Noise can cause changes in the size of bloOd vessels, restricting the flowfbloodo

making the heart work faste0. Noise also.affects the brain, causing blOod'vessels

to enlarge and produce headaches. Other body organs, such as the kidneys, also

are affected by noise.

ExCessive noise affects the restqyf your body and therefore

internal exposure.

4

Noise can also stimulateianindividual to t nervous peak.: Momentary,lapses of
,

judgment
,

efficiency result which lead to errors in judgment. This ay be reflected in a
.

reduced quality of work and an :increased.. number of accidents.

There IreM6y.permanently harmful contequenceS for,Oployees who are overwexpose4

to toxic materials. The following table indicates the results of over-eXposure

to some specific toxq" materials or, hazardous'Phygival agents.

Sortie Organ

Ar 4;

Exposu 2

Effect of Exirtme
Overexposure

Eyes (Sight)

, . .

Butyl Alcohol' .' ':
i

' .' Loss of Shpt
.

; ...,,

sits (Sdonif)

wt.,

EXOOSSIV4i Noiu.LeVels ,
Lou of Hearing

Nose (Smell) 'Acetic Anhydride Loss of .Seflso of Smell
,

Mouth (lintel
.

.Chromium Lossiof Sense of *Tit.

Skin (Touch) Phenol
.
Extrohisi;Dermstitis

f. ".



External exp9sure to certain chemicals removes the skin's protective oils and makes

it more susceptible to injury. An example of a chemical that 'will do this is

acetone
9

There are many ways that .materialS and dhemicals can affect the. body. ThefirSt
spec ifit type we.,will talk about is called exposure'. to AIRBORNg CONTAMINANTS, They

are measured in Threshold, Limit Values (TIM, TLV refers to.airborne concentrations'.,
of substanCes; and represents' limits .under which nearly. all emrfloyees, may, be exposed

.wi;thout aciierse'effects.. Threshold limit value's are stated in-terms of time

weighted 'Ooncentrationtfor an.,8-hour .workday and 40Photir workWeek., .
. .

v
. 4

Followtnsi is a bigief description of each of the categories of airborne °contaminants:'

which can. be,commonly found at,wOrk sites.

P

DUSTS., are.. 'airborne.. particles generated 'mechanically from operations such as

cutting; blasting., Crushing, and grinding. .Dust particlet are measured

iri ,microns (microns. 'are about 1/2$1000; of an inch in size). Most dust averages
, 0

between .1/2' to 3/4..ofia micron. :Dust particles.therefore can not be seen by the

NATO eye. 'Mgt can affect a person's eyes and 1 ungs .
11 ;to .

Another. a i rborne .contaminant is FUME. Fumes are solid particles that are prodti.

by''condensaticin of v.por. usually accompanied by chemical changes. .Examples(are,:;...
. ,

weldin§, burning,, and clecompoiitiowb).heat. "The post ,common.fumes are
.

4ttis,0: by
the oxidation of a, metkl . Fumes. are usually smaller than dust. and range .goerzti ly

rmicron;.. they cannot be seen by the naked , eye either,.

Another airboimne contaminant is MIST. Mists are part i cles Of .liquids ,o.r`< mixture"

pfa iqui ds.' anit-.:sol ids.. The :size of a In t depends upon. the. proce*s'..by, viyi3OffAt
.

.^ made. An.'eXample, ,the_.chroniium.plating rOcess.. ,,

Another airbOrne contaminant is:GAS... Gas. iS
anal contract.whin it ihto &jritiet, with d,
Pressiirei';::.A.!gat..'canv be*ntingeCto :a d or

law ,density. material that can ,expand.

ferent and

.'s by ;proper Ichangei:.,01.. both
1 At', .. . .

pr*c01:60011.014 would
...f04i1412t-p1401404t.-00,,,Ocip04041'

ghoul .4:Aia n...thipsfO



closed. space.

The 'last airborne contaminant we will discuss is called VAPOR.. Vapors are, gaseous

forms that normally are in the solid or liquid state at room temperature/ Most

vapors can be ch4ed 6"o-a solid or liquilostate.by increasing the/pressure

OR decreasing the temperature.. This differentiates vapors from gases,since gases

change to a solid or liquid by changing both temperature. AND pressure.

Most hazardous materials can be classified by the way they affect the body. Air-

borne contaminants, fn addition to those already mentioned,'may include the

following: 1) IRRITANT materials that attack the lungs, 2) ASPHYXIANT materials

that'combine with the blood to prevent] he normal transfer of oxygen to the

tissues, 3) ANESTHETIC and NARCOTIC materials that cause sleepiness and nausea,.

-4) S\ISTEMIC poisOns that attack the vital organs of the body such as the liver and

kidneys.

Short of covering your entire body and.breathing from a self-contained unit, there

is virtually no way to protect.yourself from the many gases, fumes, etc. which are

found at many work, sites. Fortunately, the body can accept many of them 'for short

periods 'with little negative effect. Ventilation is the most effective WAY to.....deaL_

with most of them, circulating air which replinishes contaminated air with fresh

'iir. Gloves, proper clothing and face shields may be necessary in some instances.

Respirators, or other artificial breathing devices, should be used only as'a last

resort.

:

I



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment
From the four possible,answers below each statement, select the one that correctly

.completes the statement. Place:the letter for that, answer in the blank to the left

of the statement.

1. How many hours per day could employees work in an area that was measured

to Oe 100 dBA?

a. one hour

b. two hours

c. three hours

d. four hours

2. If vapor, mist,. gas, fumes, or dust in your work area irelitatesyour

EYES, the effect would be called an exposure.

a. internal ,)

b. illegal

c. external

d. isotonic
ti

3. A material that causes a worker to pass out because of lacr of oxygen

would be:

a. irritant

b. asphyxiant

c. external

d. systemic

.4-

4



What would the effect of dust 'on an employee be called?

a. negligible

b. internal exposure

c. external exposure

4. both b and c

Noise may cause:

a. temporary loss of vision

b. temporary loss of hearing

c. both a and b

1. loss of hearing,, stress, loss of concentration

144

Noise has been regarded as a health and safety hazard for:

a. about 300 years

b. about 30 years

c. about 3 years

d. about 3,000 years

7. Which of the following is clearly an example of internal' exposure?

a. breathing contaminants

b. swallowing contaminants

c'. absorbing contaminants

d. all of the above

8. An industrial hygienist is a person who can recognize, evaluate, and

control:

a. decibels

1111 b. chlorine gas

c. environmental factors

d. -intangible factors,

0

d

0

v



INOIVIDUALliED LEARNING SYSTEMS.

S

Self Assessment
Answers

3. p

4. d

6. b

7. d



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Apsessment
Select the answer which best completes each. statement. Write the letterlor that

answer in the blank to the left of the statement.

Noise can affect:

a. the ability to hear

b. thebady itself

c. both of the above

d. airborne contaminants

2. Which of the following is an example. of a vapor?

a. the smell of soup heating on a stove

b. a small particle of liquid from the air in a chrome plating factory

°c. a TLV

d. those small particles in the tar after blasting a hillside

Which of the following is not an airborne contaplinant?

a. gas

b. sunlight

c. dust

d. fume

A

14h

4. r---- A material which affects e heart is. called:

a. an irritant

b, an asphyxiant.

c. k narcotic

d. a systemic poison

r.



The best way to protect yourself, from airborne

a.

'b

C.

d.

wear a cotton hood

ventilate the arm'

wear,a pressuized suit

wear glovd and a shield

.6. The main difference between dusts ,andvmists is;

a. one oan kill you and de other cah't

b. the size

c. no differeke

d. one maybe a. particle comprised of liquids

7.
.1saropmmalmosm.

Exposure to toxic materials can result in:

a. internal qamage

b. internal or external ,damage.

c. internal and external damage

d. external damage.

ntaminants

.8. - Swallowing contaminated material isoan example of:

a., internal exposure--

b.

c.

d.

stomach cramps

external exposure

both internal and external exposure

TLV refers to:

a. thematic limit values

b. concentratiObs of substances and

them

c, .only airborne particles of dust,

d. 'tone of the above

0

the t ime which the body can withstand
0 -

mist or vapor

10. 0 your skin absorbs a toxic material like gasoline, you tun the risk of:

a. internal injuries

b. toxic hydrOsis

c. industr4a1 'hygiene

cl loss of hearing
.)

, I

0

41*
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answem

I'
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1. C

2.

3.

rig



1.6

SAFETY AND" ELECTRICITY

4

VIM

Goal:

The. apprentice will\be able to
describe safety practices in
working with electrical circuits.

141

O

Performance Indicators:

Describe

2. Describe.

3. Describe

circuit protection.

grounds.

electrical hazards.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

introduction

Without power tools of many kinds, today's skilled worker could not produce work

of the quality and quantity currently dema ded in technical occupations. Not,to

wady years ago, the only portable electric tool, regularly founds on the job was t

electric drill. Today, portable electric tools of maQy kinds are available, and
.

the apprentice is expected to learn early in his career how, to operate all such

tools used in his trade. This module describ s some of the most common portable

electric tools and gives information neede, for\their effective and safe use.
i
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING' SYSTEMS

qUide.

To successfully complete this module, complete the following tasks in the order

listed. Check each one off as you complete it.

I

Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the'cover of this module.

This will in orm you of what you,,are expected to gain from completing

this module nd how you will demonstrate that knowledge. Read the

Introduction section to understand why this module is important.

Study the Information section of this module to acquire the knowledge

necessary to complete the Self and Post Assessment exams.

Complell the Self Assessment exam and compare your answers ith those

on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet on the page immediately following

the exam. Re-study 'or ask yotir instructor for 'help Ion any questions

you haye trouble with. 'The Self Assessment exam will help you determine

you are .likely to .do on the Post Assessment.

4. Complete the Post'Assessment eAmi-and turn your answers in to your

instructor. It is recommended that you score 90% or better on the

Post Assessment before going on to the next.module.
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Information
.eorpomn,sweaosOmanmoweoamxareawkmaeosrkwem..................g.........n..m.oammmwalomeom 10111111111.111MINNAMMIM

PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILLS
to

The portable elOgic drill is the most versatile and probably .the most often used

power hand tool. (See Fig. E-49.) Themore powerful tooli of this type can be

used not only to drill holes but also--with special bits=40 attachment--to sand

polish, countersink, grind, hammer, stir monflamble paint, and drive screws.

With other attachements, the drill can be converted to a circular saw, a jigsaw or

a table saw, but such conversions are more popular with the hobbyist 0.0 with'the

productton-minded industrial user; the latter will generally prefer to use a power

,tool specifically designed for the job at hand.

Fig. E-49. Portable electric drill

4

1

The 1/4 in. electric drill is generally-a high speed tool intended for relatively

light-duty applications; the more powerful but lower-speed 3/8 in. and 1/2 In.

drills are used for heavier jobs. The chuck speed specified by the power-tool

manufacturer is generally the "no-load" or free - running speed. The drill speed will j

slow down considerably during the drilling operation. If the job calls for heavy

work, an electriOrill must be selected that has enough power to turn,the chuck

at the desired slid without ovgrloadtng (and thus overheating) the motor.



A cordless drill that requires no power connection is availabIe; its power source

iv a self-contained, rechargeable battery. Unlike'other Portible electric tools, -
the cor less. drill need not 4 grounded 'for safety. This power tool ha's obvious,

,

advant for working on roafs,in wet locations, or in othe places where it it'. *.
. difficult or,dangerous to'run.the cards of.conventional electric drills..

_

I. PORTABLE ELECTRIC SAWS

Hand-operated saws still have many iTses in the skilled trades; howeer,. portable

electric saws, because of their versatility and high 'production capability, have'

become the preferred types, particularli'in the construction industry. he most

widely used portable electric saws are probably the electric handsaw and the sabre

THE ELECTRIC H MAW'

Electric han s (portable electriC circular saws) are made in si es to accomodate

saw blades ranging in diameter from about 6 in. to about .9 in. The reiter the

blade diameter, the greater the maximum.depth of cut of the saw. 'A Aith a

6 1/2'in. blade will make a cut abbut 2-3/32 in. deep; .a 7-1/4 in. saw 'a cut,

about 2-7/16 in. deep. (See Fig. E-50.)

, .

FEATURES OF ELECTRIC HANDSAWS., Eleqric'handsaws are used primarily for ross-
*cutting and ripping wood., standard.m9dels being equipped with-a combtnatio mood-
cutting blade. Special types of blades areavailable for cutting"nonferrou' metals

and ceramics. The base of the saw may be raised or lowered to control the d pth of

cut, and most saws will make a bevel cut up to 450. The blade'rotates coitnter-

'clockwise and cuts in the upward direction. The upper half of the blade is i

shielded by a fixed guard; the lower half is shielded by a hinged.Or telescoping

guard that opens as the blade is presdnted to the work and automatically closes over

the blade when the cut is completed.

skull, AND THE ELECTRIC HANDSAW.

If improperly used, the electric handsaw can be the most dangerous of all 'portable

.01ectric tools. General instructions for. the groWding and safe operation of all

portabile electric tools, including saws, are given elsewhere in this topic; however,

'every mechanic should also observe the following speCial safety rules whenever the

need arises for using an electric handsaw,:

- Before connecting the saw to the power 'source, be sure the saw,blide is tight on



the arbor, all guards are in place and in good workirig order, and'ail 'adjustin49

,
r

devices for depth and angle of cut are'securely tightened atsthe desired

settings. Never make adjustments' to.thAtaw without first disconnett140

power cord from the outfet.

Inspect the work beforebeginning thecut to avoid cutting into nails orIntheit

dangerous obstructions.

- Never mach underneath the mater al being.cut.
0

Stand to one side of the put., r

- As ;eon as the'cut'is'completed; relea0 the switch. 'Wait Untilthe blade stops

turning before setting the saw;dowli.

4N.

I

Electric handsaw

V

THPSABRESAW

The sabre saw is a reciprocating.blade saw; itsblade moyeS.up and down'incuttin.

(See Fig. E-61.) The blade has a stroke of about l'in.,,and its tip.is pointed

°and sharp so that it can staOt its own hold.,.*Rtight-4ft-hand bevel cuts. sharp

angles and curved cuts are practicable with,thiSpowertoOl'':. Special saw blades

are available for catting'Materlals other than Woo& Theaverage cutting speed,of

sabre saws is aboUt 3,800 strokes per minute.

n.
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THE''BiLT)'SNOER''''
. ,

T* belt
,

sander is'most,useful'for sanding largei flat areas. The sanding is done

in a stra4t-line'bra continuouti,belt,that runs over a base plate at high speed.

WhdriA. lsod. on wood,,,thessand should be directed with the grain. Belt are avail-

a ble in several abrasive grad s for rough to fine sanding A wood, and special

-belts are Available for'mateitis other than wood. Belt sanders are sized by the

width and len'gth ofthe,4elt,
1 . m

THEOBITAL SANDER .

.

TheOrbitaror finishing sander has:la'rectangular; padded base plate to. which A

piece of abrasive paper or cloth is attached by means of clam . The rotary motor .

Of-the tOol'is geared to move the base plate rapidly in a mity circular orbit,

An&the plate osCillates--moves back and forth and from,s de to side--thousands

of times per Minute as its sands. The orbital sander can therefore be operated

either with or against the grain, and it can be used in small spices and corners

It i$ 'most useful for finish work.

Tv
.

DISC SANDER
. *

,

.The 'flexibility of its, rotarysanding:ditc'makes-tbe portable elegtic dis sander-

,

,Hbetter suited fors .sanding :uneven or-curved surfaces than a straight -1,

The disisremoviblevand can be. replaced with,attachmentt for wire b shin§,

ilolishing;'buffing'and oven drilling.

GROUNDING PORTABLE ELECTRIC'YOOLS

Safety requires'that portable electric tools must be grounded when in use unless'

they are of the cordless "(battery-operated)'type. An eiectriCal system or

appliance is, grounded when those metal parts of it that are not intended to carry..

,.current the frame and the housing, for.instance--are connected to the earth through,'

'some conductive material,*normally:a groundiftg wire. ^The purpose of the grounding

conductor is to carry electric current harmlessly away if should "leak" to, the -

metal case of the appliance or tool. Such leaks, which are called fault currents,,

'result from breakdown Of the Insulation of the conductors within the tool. When

a live, uninsulated conductor "shorts" to the frame or case of a 4er tool that .2.

is.npt properly grounded, the .exposed metal parts of the tool also become live.

The tool thus,,presents a sePioUs shock hazard to the user, who risks being badly

burned or, even killed as a result of a heavy "mit current flowing from the

defecWie tool .0ou.ph:,tifs.or her body to the earth. A correctly grounded power



0

tool gives the user his or her best protection against the hazard

fatal electric shock. 40

f severe or even

The shorting of live conductors with defective insulation to frameii,.housing and
1

other normally neutral metal parts can occur in a electrical syst m,or devipe,

but tigidefect is most likely to occur in portabl equipmaft, which is,often
,

-subjected to, hard use under adverse conditions. Thefelxible power' cords of -

ii

portable electric tools are particularly vulnerable to damage. Mis se or abuse

of a. power tool 1prvits cord can also add to the probability of early electrical

.failure and resulting shock hazard.

THE GROUNDING CONNECTION ex

To be 'effective, the grounding connection must be'Continuous from the housing or

frame of the tool through the tool's payer cord and plUy to the outlet box, and

.thehce throtigh the wiring systemhto a metal pole ot4 water pipe buried in the earth.

In other words, whenever a connection is made between any of the component parts

of a grounded electrical system-=say an electric'drill and an extension cord or-

the extension cord and the service outlet--the grounding wires of each unit in the

system must be connected 'to the grounding wire of the next unit.

GROUNDING CAPS

Every new portable electric tool is equipped with a power cord having an extra

conductor that serves as a(grounifing wire, and the cord is terminated with a

three-prong grounding cap ar plug'. The two shorter blades of the cap carry the

current.. The longer blade serves as the grounding contact; it is connected to

. the grounding conductor in the power cord. The grounding blade is made longer

than the current-carrying blades so that it will be the first to make contact

when the cap is being...,plugged into the receptacle and the last to break contact

when the cap is being withdrawn. (See Fig. E-53.),

Many lesidences and workshops are not equipped with outlets designed for three-
/

prong grounding caps; instiad, they have the familiar two-slot receptacles.

Adapters are available to perMit use of the three-prA grounding cap in a two-

slot outlet. Older power tools comthonly were equipped with a two-prong adapter

cap with a "pigtail" grounding wire like the. one illustrated in Fig. E-53. The

user is expected to fasten the pigtail connector to the screw in the center of the

Plate covering the outlet box, but,this requirwent.is often. neglected, Even if



the user remembers to fasten the, pigtail to the plate screw, there is no assurance

that the appliance will be correctly grounded unless it is known that the house

wiring system is correctly grounded. In addition, this old-faihioned adapter cap

introduces a new hazard: if the loose pigtail gets caught between the cap and the

receptacle and touches the "live" blade of the cap., the entire housing of the tool

will then be live and can then give anyone who touches 'it a ,severe or even lethaY,

shock. .This, type of cap is now banned. by National Electrical Code and should be

replaced by an approved three-prong grounding cap.

GR
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Fig.. E-53. Groilnding caps and adapter's

Another type of grounding adapter, the adapter plug with pigtail shown in Fig.

53, is somewhat safer than theadapter\grounding cap because it tan be properly

attached to.the outlet before th0 power tool .is plugged in.' However, the same

00Jections can-be made to it: it will not ground the appliance if the hduse wiring

system is not correctly grounded ark the pigtail might make accidental contact4with

a live prong.

Still another grounding adapter 'has a long center screw that replacesthe plate

screw in the outlet. (See Fig. E -53,) This adapter Should provide a safe ground

connection if the house.wiring system is correctly grounded, If the wiring.system
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is knok or suspeCtedtobe'hungrouncled;,a separate wire must be run from the'ground-

ing terminal on the adapter to a water pipe.

The use of a grounding adapterof.any kind can only be justified on the basis Of

convenience. For safety's sake, correctly grounded receptacles designed for 01,1/gee-

. prong grounding caps should be installed in place of the old two-slot receptacles

by a competent electrician, who should also be called upon to install three-prong

caps on power tools that do not have them. The grounding prong should never under

any circumstances be cut off a three-prong cap for the convenience of the moment.

EXTENSION CORDS

Extension cords used with portable electric tools mustAinclude_a grounding conductor
9

and grounding-type caps and connectors. All conductors must. be of adequately

heavy gage wiri. The required wire gage depends upon the'length of the extension.

cord and the current demand of the power tools with which At is to be used; the

greater the cord length and current land, the heavier the conductor. Extension

cords should never be used as voltages beyopd 'their specified maximum_ Cords

should have molded-on caps and connectors of the "unbreakabletype.to preclude

any possibility of mistakes in their wiring. Only a competent electrican should

be permitted to make up an extension cord on the joilkor repair existing cords-or

connectors; if a wire were to be improperly connected in an extension cord, a very

dangerous shock hazard could result.

PREVENTING ELECTRICAL OVERLOA

Correct receptacles and plug correctly installed, serve not only'to 'ground elec-

trical equipment but also to prevent equipment rated for one voltage frOm being

connected to a circuit of a different voltage. To ensure against damage to equip.

ment resulting from incorrect line voltage, the.cyrrent-carrying blades of caps on

power cords'of equipment rated for 125-volt service'are so designed that they

cannot'be plugged into the slots of 250-vp receptacles, tonnector.bodies or

motor bases. (See Fig. E-54.) .Also, cord caps for equipment drawing 20 ampe es

will not fit the slot of grounding receptacles rated. for 16-ampere service, a d

go on.

Old-style T-slot receptacles that accept caps with either parallel or tandem blades

may still be encountered in some locations. (See Fig: E.55.) .''These are now out

94



lawed and should be replaced by modern receptacles that have grounding terminals

and are keyed to prevent eguipmdntfrom being plugged into the wrong circuit.

l5A, 125V

15A, 250V

C,11 )S

15A, 125V

411

15A, 125V

.20A, 125V

20A, 250V

10.0EPTAC1.ES

Fi0.'E 54. Some cap and receptacle types

Fig. E-55. T-slot
receptacle .(now outlawed)

SAFETY WITH PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS

Portable electric tools can be dangerous in the hands of operators who arse careless'

or inadeguatel trained in theiruse. Every opprentice should faithfully observe
N,

the following safety rules when operating such tools:

- Keep your mind on your work; avoid distractions.

- Be sure that line-powered tools are grounded.

- Keep a tint grip on the tool to retain control if it should. catch in the work.

- Be especially careful in wet locations, and never use electric tools where flam-

mable gases or vapors are present. Never use an electric drill to stir paint

containing flammable Ovents Or thinners.

- When you are not using the tools disconnect it from the power supply.

- Handle power tools with care; sha p blades, bits and other moving parts revolving

at great speed can inflict seriou injury.

- Arrange power cords so that they wit' not become fouled in the working parts of

the tool. Keep cords away from oil, chemicals and hot surfaces, and never hang
)

1/4. them over nails or.sharp-edged objects. Never leave cords lying where they

might be run over or otherwise damaged or where they could present a stumbling

hazard. Store power tools in a clean,Ary:Nce with the cords loosely coiled
I A



1

0 Orotect the cOrd insulation.

'1
- Never wear loose clothinVerhen operating a portable electrid .tool or any other

.

power mdchttie. .

1

- Wear safety )oggles whenever.the use of the powertool coUld result'in the .

slightest danger, to the eyes.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment

1111111011111111110111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,

-e
Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false., Write T if the state-

.ment is true'; write F f the statement is false. .

1, Portable electric drills are sized by the diameter of the largest drilj
that will fit,the chuok.

The4rates speed' of a portab4e.electric -drill is the speed in revolution
per minute when drilling metal.

The,cordless 'electridrill offers a safety advantage for work in very
wet locations.

4. A portable circu3lar saw can be used with a special blade to 'cut non-
ferrous metals.

5. A portable circular saw cannot be used for making bevel cuts.

'6. A receiprocating saw blade is one that moves up and down.

7. The sabre paw is designed for cutting wood only.

8. . A belt sander'can be used only for rough sanding.

9. 'A belt sander is a straight -line, sander.

10. . The' disc of a disc Gander oscillates at high speed.

11. A portable electric drill with a self-contained power source need not
be grounded.

I

12. The parts of a portable electric tool that must be grounded are those
metallic"componentsthat are. not intended-to carry current.

13. The correct power cord for pse with a groundingcap is one havl.ng an
extra condmctor'in addition tothe 'current- carrying conductops.

II'

14, . A grounding adapter is an a1equate permanent substitute for a wired-in
grounding receptacle.

s-.

p
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SELF ASSESSM NT. ANSWER SHEET'-
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INDIVIDUAt.IZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

4.6

Listed below each numbered item are four possible answers.or completing phrases.

D eCide which of the four is correct:or most nearly correct; then write the

corresponding letter in the blank at the right of that item.

I, The size of a portable electric drill is determined by, the tools':

a. horsepower c. chuck capacity. /
b. voltage rating d. weight.

% .

The maximum depth- of cut of a portable'electric circular saw is.deter-
. mined by the; I

a, blade diameter
( b. direct.* of blade rotation

c. motor size \)

d., type of wood to be, cut
AO*

- 3. The portable electric tool best suited for cutting a large hole in a.
sheet of plywood is a(n):

a. circular saw
.sabre saw d.. elee is drill

4. An electrical tool iI.grouhded if:

a. it is connected to a receptacle supplying the correct voltage for
the tool

.

b. its noncurrent-carrying metal parts are electrically connected to
the earth

c. the nameplate of the tool includes' the phrase "factory grounded
dppliance"

d. the blades of the plug are parallel'

c. rotary-blade taw

4

5.. If a portable electric tool with a three-prong groUnding cap must be
connected"to an old'style two-slot recept6cle, the worker should:

a. cut off the §rounding pin
;b. install a new receptacle
c. install a new cap .-
d, use a correctly grounded adapter

S 1

a
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ti
tf'

6. . The portable eledtric sander_ best suited for sanding curved surfaces
is a(n): ,. .)
a. orbital sander

. , /
c.

,,

di sander
It

b. belt sander -
N d. st :aight-1 ine sander r

I .
7. 1.0...... An ungrounded portable electric. tool is dangerous to use unlesa- it is:

a. tte corotless tyre
, 1

, 4°
b. uses only. in dry work areat,

,

*,

c. used only where no fiammab e
.

gases are present
I d. deiigned 4or230volt operation\ .

8. 7k1V/4 in. portable electric drill nbrmany takes twist drills of what
d ameter?

, *

9.
01.011.111

a. 1/4.in. only C. 1/8 in. to T/4'in.
b.. up to 1/4 in. d. .1/4 in. to 3/8 in.

.

The manufacturer's specified chuck speed for an° electric drill is.
genes al ly. the:

a. no-load" speed c. normal =1 oad speed
b. half -load speed d. '14,11-1 oad speed

9 ,

10.v Which one of the folloviing must be done before any parts replacements or,
adjustments are attempted on a portable electric tool ?.

a. The tool must be cleaned, 1

b. The power,cord mot be unplugged.
c. The foreman must be notified. 0
d. The switch on the tool must be off. -k,

I.

I

I
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FIRE TYPES A PREVENTIONS
1.

J
4

e

Goat:

The apprentice will be able to
identify job site fire hazards
determine the classifications of

and the extinguishment
method necesspry-tle put them out
safely.

t.

L a

Performance Indicators:

Performance qn learning the concepts
of this module will be measuredby
successful completion of describing
possible fire hazards of his or ,her
place of businbss or'job site..



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

f

O

tl

Study Guide
O tg

This moci611, on Fire Prevention, discusses in greater detail the classes of fires

and the safest, most efficient methods of extinguishment. The Assignment section

of.this module is a fire-hazard and prevention check list which requests the

-apprentice to familiarize him- or herself with the possible fire hazards found

.around the job, site or shop. For successful completion? this module, 'you will:

I. ' Familiarize yourself with the module's Goals and PerforMancelIndicators.

2. Study the Information section:

3. , Read and fill in the Assignmrt check list as it pekains.to yoar job or

work site. )
0

Complete th Self Assessment section of the } module.

S. Complkte'the Pott Assessment section of the module.

Arm

.

ti

0
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYST

Inforrnatipn
.

You can cpol off a fire in your workplace by applying a substance to absorb the HEAT.
4

The most common agent used to cool a fire is'water.' Water CANNOT be used. on all

kinds of'burning materials; hoWever,..more about this later in the lesson.

5 r.

,-You'can reduce the amount. of oxygen available to a fire in your workplace by applying

an agent to SMOTHER the-burning area . Covering the area with drichemicals is one

sway of smothering the fire. Throw* dirt oy:'sand on the fire' Woyld.be'another. way

ofJexcludingair. ,Foath also smothers a fire. In addition,foam cools a firesome7
what because of the water it contains.

If flammablg gases catch fire as they flow.froma pipe directly outside' your work-

place and you manage to put out the fire by shutting off,the soAce of the'gases

that-are burning, this would be an example of REMOVING THE FUEL from the fire.

There are different.ways 'of putting out fires; depending on what is burning: w-For

example, you can use water to extinguish a wood fire in your workplace, but you

Should not use water in liquid form for grease fires, fires .involving energized,
electrical equipment, or burning metal. However, water in the form of fog will

rapidly form steam in the presence of heat and cap be used effectively for.grease

fires or fires involving energized electrical' equipment.

v.TYPES OF tiRES

IN ADDITION TO WOOD FIRES, FIRES IN OTHER ORDINARY COMBUSTIBLE-MATRIALSLIKE PAPER,

CLOTH; RAGS, RUBBER, ANb TRASH ARE CALLED "CLASS A" FIRES. If You have a fire in

aipiTg.of wood shavings invour woodworking'shop: this is an .example of a Class A
fire.

FLAMMABLE LIQUID AND GAS FIRES, SUCH AS OIL, GASOLINE, PAINT., AND GREASE; ARE

"CLASS B' FIRES. If fire develops in a smalf liquid solvent lip tank in your

workplace, this is a Class B fires'



fF 'THERE IS A FIR IN ENERGIZED ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN YOUR AREA, IT CALLED A

"CLASS C" FIRE. ("Eneegized" means the equipment isstill recving electricity from

he. electrical power upply.) These kinds of fires are tricky to puCout'Until :the

electrical equipment is-dtconneeted or the power supply is Interruptedi 13e-cause),

r. there is the risk of a firefighter, tachlne aoperator, or observer being shocked,or:.:.

electrocuted For this reason you would. not use water ln liquid. form on an.electi^i.7.:

cal 'equipment fire in yO6r workplace until the,e0ipment is discbnnected or the

powers supply Interrupted because. a straight strearrtof water conducts electricity back

to the firefighter lor others in the vicinity.However',' water the:form of,fog

a nonconductor and can be used. within two feet of electrical gear.

If you have a tlass C electrical equipment .fire,in your workplace so, extinguishers

you can use are CARBON DIOXIDEDRY CHEM1CALSor MULTIPURPOSE .TY,CHEMICALS.

use the carbon dioxide to reduce the amount of oxygen in the' air/ YOu:-Ae the idt.

.chemicals or multipurpose dry chemiCals.,tp smother the fire These exiinguisnants

do not conduct. electricity so theyaro saitorUSe on Class

electricity. P-
When you put out a Class C fire in energized electrical equipment diluting the

oxygen In the air with CARBON DIOXIDE or by, smotheri,ng the fire wi DRY CHEMICALS

or MULTIPURPOSE. DRY CHEMICALS,you are reducing the oxygen ay.aila to the 'fire.

As soon as you have extinguished-the fire, be sure to he electrical

equipment or interrupt the power ,supply, to avoid another ,fire 'caused by4he.sime,

short circuit or other condition that caused -file:Aire you jusf-put:,oUt.....:Reconnect

the electrical equipment only'after,you have discovered ancrel*mtnited: the_CaUse

of the fire. r.;

THE ONLY THING THAT MAKES CLASS C'hRE: DI FFERENT FROM A 'CLASS:Fk ORB EIRE,:.IS .T.W:T.
,

FACT THAT ELECTRICITY IS , NVOLVED. If4Ou have to fig hi'6:-fire tiequipment '-..,
-... ,

0- eceiving power from the electi'lcil powei,"s0131,Y.,- you have,to use one:4f thetv
.extinguishing agents :.that 4Oes',nOt.conduAkelectricftY. However , : If.:.YOU- CAN MANM

TO DISCONNECT. THEEQUIPMENT FROM THE POWER SUPPLY OR f6IN:OFF .THE ROWER:ISOPLY40

YOU CAN FIGHT THE FIRE 'AS IF ,IT WERE A CLASS roR .B Fig:, deP4.0
oil;;±.41#;'et

is burning. :This means that dtsconileCiing_ eleWical,,eilutfilenttUtnia Class.
- , ; ,

'depending
--1.v.

fire into A....0 0's A or B filo,e, 'depending on whit is burning,
"L

0 ,

A FIRE- IN METAL OR METALL IC ,'DUtT A. CLAO g' 'Ot4t 'a 'cl047
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. .tricky :,.'becau.S'.:. ..

f.,0h-anCe1::"

'i: .!a"dangero;.1s.:Y..Cherai:cal.,re.action: 66
..wp6i.it

!.: 6111.6 of ..4. ,.

.: ;:.'the-;cOlf10.6n1.i:0*e... extitqushants A#tAd .. the .b4tirrng .:metal pqtt3,114,.:*tei..... ot4rningi
I ..., -..logpetilim,;:fo...4xiiilipiii:;. will ..etill's i.'.ap OPLOSII3N..;;;'.;ThiS.'MetinS-, that ', 5 f", You-'use.-3h!r:: '. . . ,.. :

. ! !.., . ,, .
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,. ,.: .

FIOKT,IOG COSS b FIRES ALS -REQUOLES A :SPECIFIC: C,HEMICAL. rOtt&AC1-1, SPECIFIC
METAL; Thl s7..means that:. deCi,dj.:n0-..wilat.' tigui to;,..use on .a.:ydrteitculpr 'Cl ass-

0.

. et'PS

fi re 1 sc,not'pimple .4,Th his is .a A..1641 ou d be made` by a fire protecIfon..., .

specialist :: ... 1.: ;2....1 .1, , ' ,)1'... . . . : ;;',,';' it- '' ' . ..;7 t. V. ' '''' ' : ,t'V i ' 1

1:,; '' . : ; ..'" , ',.. : , ..0 : - Ito't0 ... . ..,.r
..,'CTo prepare 'yousel...f1044 "..ftgOing.a ,g10,ki. D ., fire 'that' might break out 'iti.'-yOu.r 'iyork-,,, ..

:: place, . You would do the' f4011.oi nq t in.gs :- . .. . . ...- make' a list of the metals' in your 'workplace

, .." .

. ".-

- find out which Ones will,' burn, ".
find out what specific cheiii cal dextingui sh t :to,. use for each specific

°

burnable, metal 1 on your list', . g -

. t , -
.

. .
,

" ,".
The followinqpaqe conta ns :a .chart of the four, cfiassifi cati ons their sYmbol s andI.;

,methods of extingUi shmeht. ,:
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;GOM.BUSTIBLES.
I
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,..

..res,v,"Thvolvi;n ordinary t.,
combustible materials such

"as:WpOd,.1oth). OPer,..,,r ,ub -,

knd manyYplastics.;"'
re,..; :;. .,:

,. .. 4 ,', . , ,.,., _,
, .

*a.
. ' I.'

' .
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..r.. -

Water is used in a cooling-.o.r.

quenching affect to reduce. the
temperature of the burning :,,

. materi al's.: bel ow, i ts ignition
temperature.
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'1,./UVIMABLE..

Fires irivolVing, flammable
,fis0.0.,,s' greates, 64 ':.. . .

gases.: ..
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"'. .. '
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.

.-,.'

1The smothering or blanketing
effect of oxygen exclusion is
most effective. Other extin-
guishing methods include, re-
Moval of fuel and temperature
.eduction. .
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... ELECTRICAL`
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EQUIPMENT,,:.-:

Fires involving energized
electrical' equipment. ,.

,.
.

.
.

.,

. -

This fire can sometimes bay con-
trolled by a nonconducting
extinguishing agent. The safest
procedure is a ways to attempt to
de-energize high ivol tage circuits
and treat as a Class A or B fire

deoending upon the fuel involved.

I .

.,..: .,

.-COMBUS711311
.

_,.

METALS. ..
.

1

Fires involving combus- .

tible metals, such as
magnesium, ,titanium, t,

zirconium, sodium and,
potassium.

, ,

,

.

,

,

The extremely high temperature of
some burning metals makes water
and other common extinguishing
agents ineffective. There is no

agent available thtt will ef-

fectively control fires in all
combustible metals. Special
extin uishin agents are avail-
a e or control of fire in.

each of the metals and.sahe

marked specifically for that
metal.

Common xtingusher classification symbols, their characteristics and
eatingus*ment. The symbols may be found ,singly or incoMbin tion.

r
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment

4

.1

This list will help call attention to any fire haiards that may need correcting.

You can make an inspection of your plant or business that will .be useful in

pointing out fire dangers.

.1.

Statistics show that after a fire only 43 percent of the companies resume business

and28 percent of those resuming business fail§ within three years. FIRE COULD PUT

ofOU OUT OF WORK! As part of thiS module, you are required to complete this check

list by placing a check ( ) in the appropriate slot after examining the following

. areas in your:workplace. Return this section.to your instructor for review.

SMOKING

Careless smoking habits are one of the 1.

most common causes of fires. EMployees
should continually observe that "no
smoking" regulations are obeyed.. Ash-
trays should be provided that are of
sufficient size and will not permit
the cigarette to fall out as it burns
down. Ashtrays should be provided in
all areas where smoking is. permitted.

COMBUSTIBLE STORAGE AND WASTE MATERIALS

Safety type ashtrays in use

2. Smoking regulations enforced

3. "No smoki#§" signs posted
where necessary

4. Safety type metal swing top
wastebaskets used in desig-
nated areas

Combustible materials shogld be stored.
and maintained in a .neat and orderly
manner, preferably with the materials_ .

being stored in their original con-
tainers. No combustible storage of any

should'be permitted in the boiler
'.:room, or.near stoves, water heaters, or
other tybes of heating appliances.

k.4ombustfble waste materials should be
' //Stored in strong constructed, all metal
,.Containers, with tight fitting covers. .

'Containers should be emptied daily and
'the waste safely disposed of

59. Combustible materials stored
neat and orderly

6.. Combustible storage away from
heat producing equipment

7. No combustible storage in the
boiler room

8. Waste materials stored in
proper containers

9: Waste containers emptied on
each shift or more freqUently
when needed

.1%.
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FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS AND gOVPRESSEDGASES
. A

. FlaMmablelltluids and compressed gases;
. plant solvents, thinne s, and other 4.

Igm
flammable liquids show be stored in
metal'cabinett, away f operillames
and heating devices. Flammable liquids
in quantities#of one gallon or more in \
use should be stored in Underwriters 12.

Laboratories listed safep ()ans. Sol-
vent soaked rage should not be stored

ro. Flammable liquids prOperly
stored in metal cabinets

11. Safety can be proyided for
flammable liquids when'in use
(one gallon 4)r more)

.in the building. 13.

Compressed gas cylinders should b;
stored in a designated area away fr6m,
heat producing devices. The caps should )

5
remain on the cylinders when not in use,,
an cy n ers secure o a wa .

. Flammoble liquids or gase should not bb
stored adjacent to oxidizing,agents.

Smoking prohibited adjacent
to flammable liquid storage

Compressed gas cylinders
stored in designated areas

_Compressed gas cylinders
Oroperly4ecured

Caps on cylinders when not
in use

ELECTRICAL WIRING AND EQUIPMENT

,_Electrical equipment sld be in good
repair. Wight cords soul d be free from
wear and defects and should not be run
under.rugs or carpeting. Electrical
circuits should not be overloaded or
overfused. 15 ampere is generally used
in lighting circuits; 20 ampretr
more for special equipment dircuits.
Electrical motors, fans, heaters and
other-appliances should be-ke6t free
from the accumulation of lint and
/grease. Combustible items should not
be allowed to come into contact With
incandescent light bulbs.

Proper electrical load on
each circuit

17. JNo excessive eating note(in
circuit breaker or fuse
panels

18. No excessive multiple wiring
connections to wall
receptacle

19.,. Grounding of all electrical
appliances,

.20. Proper size fuse in use

21. Light bulbs not in contact
with combustibles

22. :All lamps and appliance cords
free from wear and defects

23. dearteal motors, fans, ,

heaters and appliances clean
and free from defects

24. Extension cords properly.
used

god
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EXITS, EXITWAYS AND EXIT SIGNS

All exits shall be Clearly marked with
appropriate and illuminated exit signs.
Corridors and hallways be kept
free of'obstrktions and sufficiently
light for safe usage. Outs* fire
escapes, stairs and walks to public
thoroughfaTes shall be free of objectsu that may impede evacuation or impair

-,;'fire department operations, They
should also be kegy, free of ice and
snow.

OP

4

25. .All exits.properly and clearly.
marked withrAlluminated signs

6. All illuminated exit signsflit;._

1"27. All exit doors,"stairways and
exitways unobstructed

.

28. Furniture placed so occupants:.----
can quickly and safely

,
evacuate

,

29. Grounds kept clear of'objects
that might impede evacuation

30. All fire escapes., stairs and
walks free from snow and ice

FIRE AREA SEPARATIONS

Fire and smoke sto doors and windows
should be maintaiffed in a serviceable
condition. Self-closing fire doors,
which acre normally'kept closed; shall
not be hild open by the use of wedges.
or other devices. Automatic closing'
fire and smoke stop doors shall be
maintained in work* order.

it

SPRINKLER, FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS

31. Door operate properly

32. Doors unobstructed

.?

33. Necessary doors kept closed

34. Doors held open, electrically
- close when actuation of

a. sprinkler systems
b. manual pull boxes
c. smoke detectors

Sprinkler Olves shall be readily
accessible and electrically supervised
in he open position.

The water flow alarm hould be tested
to insure proper operation. Valves
should operate easily and checks made
for leaks, corrosion and other defects.

e

35. Sprinkler valves access4,ble
and sealed open

36.

37.

No leaks, corrosion, or other
defects noted in sprinkler
system

Sprinkler systems waterflow
alarms tested (semi-annually)

. .38. Gate valve supervisory switch
on)sprinkler system tested
(monthly)

39."-Sprinkler systems serviced by
qualified individuals
(annually)

40. Ftre detection and alarm
system tested (weekly) i

41. Fire alarm bOxes accessible

42. All alarm boxes tested
(monthly)

.
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EXINGUISHERS AND

Extinguishtrs should be of the proper
type to extinguish fires in area of -
coverage.. .The extinguisher should be

. strategically located and well marked..
Proper maintenance of extinguishers is ,

necessary to insure proper discharge
in an emergency situation.

O

gig

0

HOSE STATIONS
1

ti

43. AR-extinguishers mounted in
designatedlocations

Extinguisher seals'intact and
inspection tag initiated

45. No leaks, corrosion or other
defects noted .,

.4 4

46. Extinguishers. unobstOucted

47. Exttnguishersserviced by a
qualified Agency (annually)

48. ExtinguiiKers hydrostatically
.tested (every 5 years).

49. 4propriate extingufsher
located adjacent to hazard

.50. Cabinet doors on hose station
operate properly

51. Hose in good conditiOn

52. -Rerack hose (annually)

53. Nozzle in place

EMERGENCY LIGHTS

Emergency lights should be strati-
gically located to provide sufficient
illumination on all exits from a.
building. Battery.and generator
powered emergency lights shall be
wired according to applicable codes.
A competent individual should be
assigned to maintain test the
emergency equipment.

Emergency procedures shall be
written to provide guidance in case
of fire or other catast'ophe. Each
individual should know his or her ,

duties during,the emergency situation.
Fire Department should be invited
into the plant to suggest proper
emergency protedures and to demonstrate
the use of fire protection equipment.

.111.1..

Im.01.1410

54. Batter powered emergency lights
tested (weekly)

55. 1.irten'record of testing up
to a date k

,13111AW

56. Emergency ,generator testeem,
(weekly) '

ovorrovomi

'57. One fiee drill per month
(each shift. - 4 drills per

. Year or as reqUired by local
or state codes)

/ 58. Fire drill records up to date.

59. Fire department invited to t.
participate in drill

60. Fire department participated.
. in drill

11
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Asessrri,ent

1'

so

Select the.answers which correctly complete the following statements and writt

the answers in the blanks at the-left ofreach statement.
r

1. Saying that Class A fires are fires in ordinary combustible materials like
wood, paper, and cloth is an example of classifying ftr0 ,on the basis of.

4 .

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

which of the following:

a. 4t4 material that is burning .

b.: what it takes to put the fire out

If you use WATER to put out a Class A fire in wood, paper, or cloth in

. your workplace,
4

you are the fire.

a. cooling

h. smothering

If you use multipurpose dry chemicals to put out a Class Afire in wood,

paper, or ,elloth in your workplace, you are the fire.

a. cooling
4

b. smothering

r
Saying that Class B fires are fires in liquids, grease, oil paint, and

gases is an example of categorizing fires on the basis of which 'of the

following:

a. the material that is burning

b. whA it takes to put the fire out

10.

. .4

If a fire breaks out in an energized electric generator in yoUr workplace,

fire.

C. C

this would be a Class

a. %A

b.

4.



-1

6 You wouldlight a Class C.fire
in,energized electrical equipment with

4

1

extingtishants that conduct elecfricity.
a. do

b. do not

4
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING gYSTEMS-

IP

Self Assessment-
Answers

to.

1. a

3.

4. a
I

5. c
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEorNING SYSTEMS

Odimmo.
1. 'Label the extinguishants below as to whether you would use them for Class A or

Class B' fires, or both.

a. water in liquid form

b. foam

c. carbon dioxide

d. dry chemicals

e. multipurpose dry chemical

vo

. I1

2. Saying that a Class D fire is a fire' in METAL As an example 'of cateogrizing

fires on the basis of which of the following?

a. the material that is burning

b what it takes to .put the firel out

3. ,Class fires are fought with heat-absorbing chemicals tt do not react
with burning metals.

\a. Class A

'b. ' Class B

c. Class C

d, Class D

ti

Label th4 following materials as to whether they are involved in Class A, B,
C.or D fires.

a. metals

b. energized electrical OglIpment

c. wood, PaPer, cloth

d. itquids.4, oil, grease

or maled......6.

114
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I nStrUCItCir

Post Assessment Answers
6

-A

b. A

c.!- A or 13

d.. A or B
e. A or B

2. a

;. A
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MACHINE,SAFEGUARDING.

Vncludes OSHA Hancjbook)

4

1

c

1.

Goal:
The apprentice will understand the rationale
for'and methods of machine safeguarding and
wi I become more aware of safety in the
wo kplace.

Performance. Indicators:
.. 1.. Lit six requirements safeguards

should meet to protect effectively
against machine-related hazards.

Demonstrate famirarity with the
advantages'a d- advantages of
various guar nd safety devices.

3. Explain safety precautions that should
be used in the maintenance and repair
of machinery.

Explain the importance of training and
worker awareness as it relates to safety
on the job.

If



Introduction
4110. A

By their very nature, occupations within the MillAght trade are extremely
hazardcws. Unless safety principles' and practices are faithfully observed gsach day.,
theitime.and effort an apprentice puts into learning a trade could become a ragic
waste. An epiployer or an emplbyee wholacks,concern for on-the-job safety contributes
toward an increased possibility of accident or death on the job.

Working with machinery can be particularly hazardous. It takes Qnly seconds for'
an accident to occur--crushed hands and arms, severed fingers--that can leave a
worker handicapped for life. Often, such accidents occur because a basic safety
procedure has been violated or because existing machine safeguards have been
ignored or i.endered inoperative.

Because the Millwright worker has occasion to operate and maintaina wide variety
of machinery, this packet deals with mechanical safeguards. It discusses the
rationale for safeguarding of machinery, provides an overview of methods,of machine
safeguarding, discusses guard construction and machinery maintenance and repair.

* -

The information presented in this training packet is designed to help apprenticeS
become aware of some of the hazards clfAhe trade, to help them-become safety-minded;
and to enable them to use their reasoning powers to recognize. dangerous situations.

4

#
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ologioNto s.

O.

11 Read -:the introduction to this module.

2 .'Study the vocabulary section to identify new terms to be learnedio 0410

Read and tledy th'e information- sheets.

"Complete the ..self assessment tests for
the answer sheet provideth,

;

CoMRJ ete
14

;:the gnments 1 i sted on the
witV,instriuctor,)

COMpleteAhe' post assessment test at the end of the moduTe'and
I troctor.checic.the results.

each section. and ch6c0pdr answers

assignment sheet,

with

,optional

". /9
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(16,
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Bleed Down

Buard

: Lock Out

Machine. Safeguarding

Safety Devices

a

A

e

4
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Assignment

tSuggested aciivtY (optional with instructor)--Use the checklist at the end
of the pfintedOSHA material to do an on-site inspection of a work site. Discuss
your responses with the instructor and/or fellow apprentices.

Complete the self assessment tests which correspond with Chapters 1 through 4
of the.printed material and check your asnwers with the answer sheet provided.

3. Complete post assessment and have the instructor check results.

I :
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Self
Assessment

Chapter 1 -- Basics of Machine Safeguarding

\ .

4
1. Lktt the three basic areas where mechanical hazards occur in' working with.

dachinery.

2.. List six general requirements safeguards should meet to effectively protecX the
worker against mechanical hazards. a

3. Specific ang detailed is a crucial part of any effort
to provide'safeguarding against, machine-related hazards.

,4. Protective clothing, protective equipment and worker awarenesspare examples of
which rely on worker behavior.
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Self Assessment
Answers

4
Chapter 1 -- Basics'' Machine Safeguarding

1

1: Point offoperatioM. Power transmission.apparatus. Othereoving parts.

Prevent contact
Are firmly secured to machine
Protect from falling objects
"'Great no new hazards
Creatd,no interference
Allow for safe lubrication

3. Training

Safeguards

c

0

2
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Self
Assessment

0

I
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Chapter- -2 -- Methods of Machine, Safeguarding
e

. ',.
.

1. A is a barrier which prevents access to danger areas.

2. List the four general types of guards' used to safeguard machines.

, 3. True or False. Asfixed guard usually reliyes minimum maintenance and is

suitable to high production, repetitive operations.

4. True or False. Adjustable guards are especially effective because they are

virtually tamper-proof.
$

5. True or False. Self-adjusting guards must be factory ordered and are therefore

expensive to install.

6. True or False. Interlocked guards may be easy to disengage.

7. List three safety functions that may be per ormed by alsafety device.

8. List five types of devices commonly used as machine safeg4rds.

9. Feeding and e ction methods to improve operator safety are examples of

/ ,.safeguarding y and

10. True or False. \Zutomatic or semi-automatic feed mechanisms are relatively

maintenance free and have therefore. gained popularity in the workplace.

1/4

11.. True or False. Semi-aUtomatic ejection mechanisms may present hazards when
the worker enters the work area to remove finished work.

12. True or False. Robots may create hazards themselves and require maximum

maintenance.

13. Aids such as awareness barriers and shields do not give complete protection

from machine hazards.

123
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Self Assessment
Answers

1

Chapter 2 -- Methods of1Machine Safeguarding

1. Guard

2. Fixed, interlocked, adjustable, selfadjusting

3. True

.r

4. False

5. False

6. True

7. "Any three of:

-stops the machine if hand c' body part is-01 the danger area
-restrains or mithdraws operator's hands from danger area during operation
-requires use of both hands,on, machine controls

-provides barrier synchronized wit6' operating cycle to pr ?vent entry into
danger area

8. Any five of:

-photoelectric device
-radiofrequency device
-electromechanical device
-pullbadc,
-restraint
- safety' trip controls

-two. -hand control

-two-hand ttip
-gate

9. Location and distance

10. False
.

11. False

12. True

13. True

0
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Self
Assessment

'48

Chapter 3 -- Guard Construction

1. What are the two major advantages of guards designed and installed by the
manufacturer of the machine?.

2. Why are user:-built guards sometimes necessary?.

3. List two potential problems with user-built guards.
4

4. Design and installation of machine safeguards by the user may help to enhance 4
in the workplace. ,

1-

.100"41.
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Self Assespnent
Answers

Chapter 3 -- Guard Construction I

VP

04 They usually conform to 'the design and function of (the machine.

b) They can be designed to strengthen the machine or serve some additional
functional purpose. ,

2. They.are often khe only practical solttion with older machinery.

3. a) They may not conform well to the configuration or function of the mchine.

b) They may be porly designed or bult.
.

4. Safety consciousness ,

A

$
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Self
Assessment

J.

p

Chapter 4 -- Maintenance and Repair

1. The maintenaJ crew must nem: Ail to replace
before the repair job is consiblered finished.

2. A- rule of Amblfor maintenacq,workers is when in doubt,

3. Env-0 accumulation devices must be
Irepatr work is started on an electrically-powered machine.

C.

4:4fore

4. should be removed only after, the machine is cleared for safe
operation.-L---
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Self Assessment
Answers

Chapter 4 -- Maintenance and Repair

1. Safeguards

2. Lock it out
A

3. Bled down

4. Lock out hasp

5. Padlocks

0

J

AIR
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PV Instructor,
Post Assessment
Answers

.

I. prevent contact. With_dangerdus_moving-parts
b be firmly secured to machine
c) protect from falling objects

.

d) create no new hazards
e) create no interference
f) allow for safe lubrication

2. Training

3t Fixed, interlocked, adjustable, self- adjusting

4. Any three of:

a) stop the machine if hand.or body part is in danger area
b) restrain or withdraw operator's hands from danger area during operation
c) require use of both hands on machine controls
d) provide barrier synchronized,with operating cycle to prevent entry into

danger area

5. They usually conform better to the design and function of the machine. They
may also strengthen the machine or serve some additional functional purpose.

6. Machinery is locked out so that no one can accidentally trigger power to the
machine while repairs are in progress.

7. It may be necessary to bleed down energy accumulation systems.

8. Wa'ker.awareness (safety consciousness)

9. Any five of:

a) photoelectric device
b) radiofrequency device
c) electromechanical device
d) pullback
e) restraint
f) safety trip controls
g) two-hand control
h two -hand trip
i) .gate

1 30
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-This public ation contains general 'Nor-
malirmi trhnul machine saIrrOliardir RI
and should not be conmileied i sub
stilule 101 ;thy of the provisions 01.

Iho OCcui, I t lona' Safely arid Health
Act of 197 car for any standards
issued by the U.S.'Department of
Labor's Occupational, Safety and
Health Administration. t .

Malec al contained in this publication
IS Ifl. I 1 le public domain and may be
reproduced, fully. or partially, without
permission of the Federl Government.
Source credit is requested but not
required Permission is required only
to reproduCe any copyrighted .material
contained herein.'

This manual was researched and writ-
ten by Banks G. Mitchum and edited by ..

JOhn F. McGrath, Office of Training and
Education, OSHA.
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Introduction

This manual has been prepared as an aid to employers, employees,
machine manufacturers, machine guard designers and fabricators,
and all others with an interest in protecting workers against the
hazards of moving machine parts. It identifies the major mechani-
cal motions and the general principles of safeguarding them. Cur-
rent applications' of each technique are shown in accompanying il-

_LittstraticiliS of Speeifieoperations and machines. The concepts de-
scribed here may be transferred, with due care, to different
machines with similar motions. Whether or not a proper safeguard
has been manufactured for a particular application, no mechanical
motion that threatens a worker's safety shOtild be left without a
safeguard.

All possible approaches to machine safegtlarding are not dis-
cussed in this manual. Why?.11ecause practical solutions to moving
machine parts problems are as numerous as the people working on
them. No puWiletion could keep pace with reports of these solu-

g

tions or attempt to depict them all.
In machine safeguarding, as in other regulated areas of the

American workplace, to a certain extent OSHA standards govern
function and practice. This text, however, is not a substitute for
the standards. It is a manual of basic technical information and
workable ideas which the employer may use as a guide to volun-
tary compliance. Ii offers an overview o the machine safeguarding
problem in-its industrial setting, an assortment of solutions in pop-
ular use, and a challenge to all whose work involves machines.

Many readers of this manual already havethe judgment, know-
ledge, and skill to develop effective answers to problems yet un-
solved. Innovators. are encouraged to find here stimulation to
eliminate mechanical hazards facing America's workers today.



F. V

Basics of Machilie safeguarding

Crushed hands and ai,rms-, s4yered fingers, blindnessthe list of...
pOssible in.achinery-related injuries is.as long as it is horrifying.
There seem to be as many hazards created by moving machine
parts as there are types of machines. SafegUards are essential for
protecting Workers from needless and preventable injuries.

A good rule. to remember is: Any machine part, function, or
process which. may cause injury must be safeguarded. Where the
operation ofa machine OrIccidental contact with it can injure the

. operator or others in the vicVity, the hazard must' be either con-
trolled. or eliminated.

This manual describes the various hazards.of mechanical motion
and action and presents some techniques for protecting workers .
from these hazards. General information is cord in This
chapterwhere mechanical hazards occur, what kinds of motkins,
need safeguarding, and what the requirements are for effedtive
safeguards, as well as a brief discuskion of tionmeehanical hazards
and some other. considerations.

Where Mechanical Hazards Occur .

Dangerous moving ,parts in these three basic areas
safeguarding: ..

.

The point of operation i that point where work is performed on
the material, such as cutting, shaping, boring, or formingof stock.
. Power transmission apparatus: all components of th mechani-
cal.system which transmit energy to the part of the in inc .per-
forming the wook. These components include. flywheels, pulleys,
belts, connecting rods, couplings, cams, spindles, chains, cranks,
and gears. u.

Other moving parts: all parts of the machine which move while
the machine is working. These can include reciprocating, rotating,
and transverse moving parts, as well as feed. mechanisms and aux-
iliary parts.of the machine.

need

Hazardous Mechanical Motions and Adjoins
A wide variety of mechanical motions and actions may pre§ent

hazards to the worker. Theses can include the tnovementof rotating
members, reciprocating arms, moving belts, meshing gears, cut-
ting teeth, and any parts that impact or shear. These different types
of hazardous mechanical motions and actions arc basioto nearly all
machines, and rectignizing them is the first step toward protecting
workers from the danger they presentl.

1.36
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The basic types.of hazardous mechanical motions and actions
are:

Motions
rotating (including in-running nip points)
reciprocating
transverse

Actions
cutting
punching
shearing
bending ,

We will briefly examine each of these basic types in turn:

Motions
Rotating motion can be dangerous; even smooth, slowly rotating

shafts can grip clothing, and through mere skin contact force an
arm or hand into a dangerous position. Injuries due to contact with
rotating parts can be severe.

Collars, couplings, cams, clutches, flywheels, shaft ends, spin-
dles, and horizontal or vertical shafting are some examples of
common rotating mechanisms which may be hazardous. The
danger increases when bolts, nicks, abrasions,and projecting keys -
or set screws are exposed on rotating parts,.as shown in Figure 1.

In-running-nip point hazards are caused by the rotating parts on
machinery. There are three main types of in-running nips.

Parts can rotate in opposite directions while their axes are

SUMP ROTATING SHAFT AND PULLEYS WITH
PROJECTING KEY AND SET SCREW

ROTATING PULLEY WITH SPOKES AND.
PROJECTING Bunn ON FACE OF PULLEY

ROTATING COUPLING WITH
PROJECTING BOLT. HEADS

BEST -COPY AVAILABL

Figure 1.
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Figure 2,

4,1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

parallel to each other. These parts may he in contact (producing anip point) or in close proximity to-each other. in the latter case thestork fed ,between the rolls produces the nip points. This danger iscommon on machinery with intermeshing gears, rolling mills, andcalendars, See Figure 2.

Another nip point is created between rotating and tangentiallymoving parts. Some examples would- be: the poiht of contact between a power transmission belt and its pulley, unchain and a.sprocket, or orack and pinion. See Figure 3.
Nip points can occur between rotating and fixed parts which.create a shearing, crushing, or abraditir, a(!tiott. Examples are:spoked handwheels or flywheels, screw. conveyors, or theperiphery of an abrasive wheel and an incorrectly adjusted workrest.. See Figure 4.

Reciprocatiro, motions may he hazardous because, during thehack- and - forth or up-and-down motion,
a worker may be struck byor caught between a.nwving and a stationary part..See Figure 5 for.an example of a reciprocating motion.

.Tra. nsverse motion (movement in a straight,\ eMitinuouscreates a hazard because a worker may be struck or caught in apinch or shear point by the moving part. See Figure 6.
Actions

Cutting action involves rotating, reciprocating, or transversemotion. The danger of cutting .action exists at the point of opera-tion' where finger, head, and arm injuries can occur and whereflying chips or scrap material can strike the eyes or face. Suchhaiatrds are present at the point of operation in cutting wood,metal, or other materials. Typical examples of mechanisms in-

13 6
4
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{
volving cutting hazards include bandsa circular saws, boring or

drilling machines, turning nillihines (lathes), or milling machines.

k,Sce Figure 7.

Punching action results when power is applied to az110-(ram)

lor the purpose of blanking, drawing, or stamping metal or other

materials. The danger of this type of action oe_eurslat-the point of

operation whim stock is inserted, held, and withdrawn by hand.

Typical machinery used for punching operations arc power

Kesses and iron workers. Sec Figure 8.

,S'heaPing action involves applyingpoWer to a slide or knife in

order to trig or shear metal or other materials. A hazardoccurs at

the pant of operation where stock is actually inserted, held, and

withdraWn.
Typical examples of machinery used for shearing operations arc

mechanically, hydraulically, or pneumatically powered shears. Sec

Figure 9... '

Bending action results $4.vhen power is applied to a slide in order
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.
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to draw or stamp metal or other materials, and a ha4trd occurs at
the poitt4 of operation where stock is inserted, hold, and with-
drawn.

Equipment that Nes bending action includes power
press brakes, and tubing benders, See Figure IQ..

6'
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Figure 9.
Shearing

I

Figure
Bending
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Requirements for Safeguards
What must a safeguard do tVprotect workers against mechanical

hazards?vSareguards must meet these minimum general require-
ments:

Prevent contact: The safeguard must prevent -hands, arms, or
any othar part of a worker's body from making contact with
dangerous moving parts. A good safeguarding-system eliminates
the possibility of the operator or another we rker placing their
hands near hazardous moving parts:;

4

STOCK

BLADE

-

Vr
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Create no interference 'Any safeguard which, impedA r worke.r.
from, performing; the job quickly and comfortably might soortie,
overridden or disregarded. 'Proper ,safeguar ng can actually
hance -efficient: since it can."relie,Ve.the w.or er's apprehensions
about injury.

Allow sukjuhrication: If' possible, one should be able to lutni-
tate the 'machine without removing the .saleguards. Locating oil
'reservoirs outside the guard,, with a line leading to the' lubrication'
point, will reduce the neeillor the operator tr-niltintenance wOrker,,
to'enter ale hazardous area.

Nonmechanical Hazards
While this .manual concentrates attention on concepts and tech

'niques for safeguarding mechanical 'notion, machines obviously
.present a variety of other hazards which cannot he ignored. Full
discuSsion of these matter:Os beyond the scope of this publication,
but some nonmechanical hazards are briefly mentioned below to
remind the reader of things other than safeguarding moving parts
which can affect the safe operation of machinery.

All power sources for machinery are potential sources of danger.
When using electrjeally powered or controlled machines, for in-
stance, the e mem as well as the electrical system itself must he
properly groundk ..niacing frayed, exposed, or old wiring will
also help to Protect e- operator and others from electrical shocks
or electrocution. Hig pressuresykems, too, need careful -inspec-
tion and maintenance to prevent possible failure from Pulsation,
vibration, or leaks. Such a..failUre could cause explosions or flying

*

objects. .

Machines often produce miise (unwanted sound) and this can
result, ,in a 'limber of hazards to workers'. Not only can it startle
and disrupt concentration, btit it can interfere with commUnica-
NnS, thus hindering the worker's safejob performance. Rese'trch

8
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has linked noise to a whole range of birth) health effects, from
hearing loss and aural pain to nausea, fatigue, reduced muscle
control, and emotional disturbances. Engineering controls such as
the use of sound-dampening materials, aS well as less sophisticated
hearing protection, such as ear plugs and muffs, heave been
suggested aso ways of controlling thel, harmful effects of noise.
'Vibration, a related hazard which can.cause noise and thus result
in fatigue and illness for the worker, may he avoided if machines
are properly aligned, supported, and, if necessary, anchored.

Because some machines require the use of cutting fluids, cool-
ants, and other potentially harmfursubstances, operators, mainte-.
mince workers, and others in the vicinity may need protection,
These substances can cause ailments ranging from dermatitis to
serious illnesses and disease. 'Specially constructed safeguards,
ventilation, and protective equipment and clothing are possible
temporary solutions to the problem of.machinery-related chemical
hazaids until these hazards can be better controlled or eliminated
from the workplace.

Training
Even the most elaborate safeguarding system cannot offer effec-

tive .protection unless the worker knows how to use it and why.
Specific and detailed training is therefore a crucial part of any ef-
fort to-provide safeguarding against machine-related hazards.4 Thorough operator training should involve instruction or hands-on
training in the following:
(I) a description and identification of the hazards associated with

particular machines;
(2)' the safeguards themselves, how they provide protection, 'and.

the hazards for which they arc intended;
(3) how to use the safeguards and why;
(4) how and under what circumstances safeguards can be removed,

and by whom (in most cases, repair or maintenance personnel
only); and

(.5) whatio do (e.g., contact the supervisor) if a salegiard is dam
jiged, missing, or unable to provide adequate protection.

This kind of safety training is necessary for new operators and,
maintenance or ,setup personnel, when any new or altered
safeguards are put M. service, or when workers are assigned to a
new machine or operation.

Protective Clothing and
Personal Protective Equipment

Engineering controls, which eliminate the hazard at the. sourcy..,,
and do not rely on the worker's behavior for their effectiveness.
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offer the best and most reliable weans of safeguarding:Therefore,
engineering controls must be The. employer's first, Fhticp for
eliminating machinery hazards. Hut whenever an extra
protection is necessary, operators must wear protective clothing or
personal prOtective equipment..

If it is :to provide adequate prOtotion, the 'Protective- clothing
and equipment selected must always be
(I) appropriate for the particular hazards;
(2) maintained in good condition;
(3) properly stored when not in' use, to prevent damage or loss;

and
(4) kept clean and sanitary.

Protective clothing is, "of course, available for different parts of
the body. Hard hats can protect the head from the impact of bumps
and fallinghobjeils when the worker is handling steck; caps and
hair nets can help keep the worker's hair from heing caught in
machinery. If machine coolants could splash or particles could fly
into the operator's eyes or face, then face shields, safety goggles,
glasses, or similar kinds of protection might be necessary. Hearing
protection may be needed when workers operate noisy machinery.
To guard the trunk of the body from..cuts or impacts from.heavy or
rough-edged stocic, there certain protective 'coveralls, jackets,
vests, aprons, and full- ody suits.Workers can protect their hands
and arms from the same ds of injury. with special sleeves and
gloves. And safety shoes and boots, or other acceptable foot
guards, can shield the feet against injury in case the worker needs
to handle heavy stock which might drop.

It is important to note that protective clothing and equipment
themselves can create hu4ards. A protective, glove which can be-
come .caught between rotating. parts. or .a respirator facepiece
which hinders the wearer's vision, for example, require alertness
and careful supervision whenever they are used.

Other aspects of the worker's dress may present additional safety
hazards. Loose-fitting clothing might possibly become entangled in
rotating spindles or other kinds of moving machinery. Jewelry,
such as bracelets and rings, can catch on machine parts or stock
and lead to serious injury by pulling a hand into the danger area. ,

10
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Methods of Machine Safeguarding

There are many ways to safeguard machinery, The type of oper-
ation, .the size or shape of stock, the method of handling, the
physical layout of the work area, the type of material, and produc-
tion requirements or limitations will help to determine the appro-
priate safeguarding method for the individual machine.

As a general rule, power transmission apparatus is hest protected.
by fixed guards that enclose the danger area: For hazards at the
point of operation, where moving parts actually, perform work on
stock, several kinds of safeguarding are possible. One must always
choose the most effective and practical means available.

We can group safeguards under five general classifications.
I. Guards

A. Fixed
B.. Interlocked
C. Adjustable.
D. Self-adjusting

2. Devices
A. Presence Sensing

(I) Photoelectrical (optical)
(2) Radiofrequency (capacitance)
(3) ElectrOmeehanical

B. Pullback
C. Restraint
D. Safety Controls

(I ),Safety trip control
(a) Pressure-sensitive body bar
(h). Safety triprod
() Safety tripwire cable

(2) Iwo-hand control
(3) Two-hand trip

h. Gates

(1) Interlocked
(2) Other

3. Location/Distance

4. Potepti.al Feeding and Ejection Methods to Improve. Safety
for the Operator
A. Automatic feed
H . 'Semi-automatic feed
C. Automatic ejection.
D. Semi-automatic ejection

Robot
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5. Miscellaneous Aids
A. Awareness barriers
13. MiscellRneous protective shields
C. !land-feeding tools and holding fixtures

Guards
Guards are barriers which prevent access to danger areas. There

are fOur general types-of guard
Fixed: As its name implies, a fixed guard is a permanent part offf, the machine. It is not dependent upon moving parts to perform its

intended function. It may he constructed of sheet metal, screen,
wire cloth, bars, plastic., or anyAlther-material that is, substantial
enough to withstand whatever impact it may receive and to endure
prolonged use. This guard is usually preferable to all other types
because of its relative simplicity and permanence.

Examples of fixed guards .

In Figure I I, a fixed guard on a power press completely encloses
the point of operation. The stock is fed through the side of the

STOCK ENTERING
DANGER ZONE

r

STOCK FXIT:

12

TRANSPARENT INSERT'
IN FRONT PANEL

147

Figure 1l.
Fixed guard on power press
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Figure /2.
Fixed guard on egg

carton folding machine

Fig U re 0
Fixed guard enclosing

belt and pulleys

lo

guard into the area, with the scrap stock exiting an the opposite
side.

Figure 12.shows a fixed guard that protects the operator from a

mechanisM that folds cartons. This guard would not normally. be
removed except to perform maintenance on the machine. Figure 13
shOws a fixed enclosure guard shielding the belt and pulley of a

power transmission unit.. An inspection panel is provided.on.top in
order to minimize the need for removing the guard.

In Figure 14, fixed enclosure guards are shown on a bandsaw.
These guards protect the operator frqjn the turning wheels and
moving saw black. Normally, the only time for the guards to be
opened or removed would be for a blade change or It
is very important that they be securely fastened while.the saw is in
use.

A fixed guard is shown-on a veneer clipper in Figure 15. This
guard acts as a barrier, protecting fingers from exposure to the
blade. Note the side view of the curved portion. of the guard.-

INSPECTION
PANEL

146
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Figure 14.
Fixed guards on 0 handsaw

Figure 15.
Fixed guard on veneer clipper
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Figure .16.
Fixed guard on 'a

power squaring shear
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BLADE GUARD

TFIROAT AND GAP
GUARD

1,

Figure 16 shows both a fixed blade guard and a throat Lind gap
guard on a power. Squaring shear. These guards should be removed
only for maintenance or blade changes.

In Figure 17, a transparent, fixed barrier guard .is being used on
a pressbrake to protect the operator froni the unused portions of
the die, This guard is relatively easy to install _or remove.

Interlocked: When this type of guard is opened or removed, the
tripping mechanism and/or power automatically shuts or disen-
gages, and the machine cannot cycle or be started until tl e guard is
back in place.

An interlocked guard may use electrical, mechanical, l draulic,
or pneumatic power or any combination of these. Interlocks should
not prevent "inching" by remote antrol if required..Replacing the
guard should not automatically restart the machine,

Examples of interlocking guards . ,

Figure 18 shows a corn c,ullcr with an i terlocked panel that acts
as a harrier guard, preventingthe-opera from putting his or her

*it
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Figure 17.
Fixed guard providing
protection from unused
portion of e on a
press brake
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Figure 18.
Interlocked 'guard

on corn cutter .

or"

t

hands into the- fast-turning cutter blades as the corn eing
stripped from the cob. If the guard is.opened or removed wkSilc the
machine is running, the power disettgages and a braking mecha-
nism stops the blades before a hand can reach into the diinger area.

Figure 19 shows an interlocked barrier guard moun4ed on an
automatic bread bagging machine. When the guard is removed, the
machine will not function.

In Figure 20, the beater -mechanism of a picker machine (used in
the textile industry) is covered by an interlocked barrier guard.
This guard cannot be raised while the machine is running, nor can
the machine be restarted with the guard in the raised position.

In Figure 21, an interlOcked guard covers the rotating cylinderof
the dividing head of a roll make-up machine used for making ham -

burger and hot dog rolls.
AdjustuOle: Adjustable guards are. useful because they allow

flexibility.in accommodating various sizes of stock.
Figure 22 shows a bandsaw with an adjustable guiird to protect

the operator from the unused portion of the blade. This.guard can
be adjusted according to the size of stock..
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Figure 19.
Interlocked guard on
automatic bread
bagging machine

Figure 20.
Interlocked guard
on picker machine



Figure 21.
Interlocked guard on

roll make-up machine
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ADJUSTMENT KNOB

In Figure 23, the bars adjust to accommodate the size and shape
of the stock. Figures 24 and 25 show guards that can be adjusted
according to the thickness of the stock,

In Figure 26, the guard adjusts to provide a barrier between the
operator and the blade.

Figure 27 shows an adjustable enclosure guard on a bandsavt.
Self-Adjusting: The openings of these barriers are determinedby

the movement of the stock. As the operator moves the stook into
the dahger area, the guard is pushed away, providing an opening
which is only large, enough to admit the stock.. After the stuck is
removed, the guard returns to the rest position, Thio guard protects
the operator by placing a barrier between the danger area and the
operator. The guards rriai"be constructed of plastic, metal, or`other
substantial material. Self-adjusting guards offer different' degrees
of rotection.

20

Figure 22.
Adjustable guard on
horizontal bandsaw
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Figure 23.
Adjustable guard

on power press

Figure 24.
Adjustable guard

on router
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Figure 27.
Adjustable guard

on bandsaw

Figure 28.
Self-adjusting guard'

on radial arm saw
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FIRST GUARD

SECOND GUARD

Examples of self-adjusting guards . . .

Figure 28 shows a radial arm saw with a self-adjusting guard. As
the blade is pulled across the stock, the guard moves up, staying in
contact with the stock.

Figure 29 shows a twin-action, transparent, self-adjusting guard.
The first guard rises as the stock enters, then returns to its rest'
position as the stock moves ahead to raise the second guard. ,

A self-adjusting guard is shown in Figure 30. As the blade
moves through the stock, the guard rises up to the stock surface.

Figure 31 shows a self-adjuiting enclosure guard mounted on a
jointer. This guard is moved from the cutting head by the stock.
After the stock is removed, the guard will return, under spring
tension, to the rest position.

Another type of self-adjusting guard mounted on a join0 is il-
lustrated in Figure 32. The guard moves two ways. An edging op-
eration causes the guard to move horizontally. If the1stock is wide
enough during a surfacing operation, the stock may be fed under
the guard, causing it to move vertically,

15d

Figure 29.
Self-adjusting guard
ontable saw
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Figure 30.
Self-adjusting guard

on circular saw
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Figure 31. \\

Self-adjusting guard
on a jointer

FigUre 32.
Self-adjusting guard
on a. jointer



S GUARDS

Method

Fixe41

.tiefeguarding Action,. Advantages Limitations

Provides a barrier Can be constructed to suit many
'specific applications

\ In-plant construction is often pos-
t, siblc

'Can provide maximum.protection
Usually requires minimum
maintenance

Can be suitable to high produ4-
lion, repetitii operatiOns

May interfere4with visibility,

Can he limited to specific opera-
tions

Machine adjustment.and repair
often require its removal, thereby
necessitating other means of pro-
tection for maintenance persotinel

Interlocked Shuts off or. disengages power and
prevents starting of machine when
guard is open; should require the
machine to be stopped-before the
worker can reach into the danger
area

Can provide maxim protection
Allows access to mac ne for re-
moving.jatbs without tite-
consuming removal of fixid.
guards

Requires careful adjustment and
maintenance

May be easy to disengage

Adjustable Provides a barrier which may be
adjusted to facilitate a variety of
production operations

Can be constructed to suit many
specific applications

Can. be adjusted to admit varying
sizes of stock

Hands may enter danger area,
protection may not be complete at
II times

May require frequent maintenance
and/or adjustment

Thc guard may he made ineffec-
live by the operator

May interfere with visibility

Self adjusting Provides a barrier which moves Off-Ake-shelf guards are often
according to the size of the stock * commeroially available
entering dangpr area

Does not always provide
maximum protection

May interfere with visibility

May require frequent mai
and adjustment

162 27



Devices 1

A safety device may perform one of several functions. It may:
stop the machine if a hand or any part of the body 'is inadvertently
placed in the danger area; restrain or withdraw the operator's hands
from the danger area during operation; require the operator to use

both hands on machine controls, thus keeping both hands and body
out of danger; or provide a barrief which is synchronized with the
operating cycle of the machine in order to prevent entry to the
danger area during the hazardous part of the cycle.

Presence-Sensing
The photoelectric (optical) presence-Sensing device uses a sys-

tem of light sources and controls which can interrupt the maChine's
operating cycle. If the light field is broken, the machine stops and
will not cycle. This device must be used only on machines which
can be stopped before the wo er can reach the danger area.

Figure 33 shows a photo tric presence-sensing device on a
part-revolution power pres en the light beam is broken, either
the ram will not start to c 4, or, if the press is already function-.
ing, the stopping mechanism will i)e activated.

28

SENSING DEVICE

DANGER AREA

A

SENSING DEVICE

163

Figure 33.
Photoelectric presence-sensing
device on power press
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Figure 34.
Photoelectric presence-sensing

device on press brake

\

1.

A photoelectric preience-sensing device used with a press brake4\
is illustrated in F,igure 34. The device may be swung up or dowti to
accommodate different production requirements.

The radiofrequency (capacitance) presence-sensing device uses
a radio beam that is part of the machine control circuit, When the
capacitance field is broken, the machine will stop or will not acti-
vate, Like the photoelectric device, this device shall only be used
on machines which can be stopped before the worker can reach the
danger area, This requires the machine to have a friction clutch or
other reliable means for stopping.

Figure 35 shows a radii frequency presence-sensing device
mounted on a part-reVolution pow4 press,

The electroniechanial,cnsing device has a probe or contact bar
which descends to a predetermined distanCe when the operator ini-
tiates the machine cycle. If there is an obstruction preventing it
from descending its full predetermined distance, the control circuit
does not actuate the machine cycle,

Figure 36 shows an electromechanical sensing device on an
eyeletter. The sensing probe in contact with the operator's fitiger is
also shown.

29
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ANTENNA

CAPACITANCE
FIELD

Av

CAU11011

PROBE IN CONTACT WITH
FINGERS, MACHINE WILL

NOT CYCLE

Figure 35.
Radiofrequency presence-
sensing device on a power press s'

Figure 36.
Electromechanical sensing
device on an eyeletter
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Figure 37.
Pullback device

on a power press

11*
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I

PULLBACK

MECHANISM

PULLBACK STRAPS

WRISTBANDS

Pullback
Pullback devices utilize a series of cables attached to the

operator's hands, wrists, and/or arms. This type of &Mee, is
primarilty used on machines with stroking action. When the slide/
ram is up, the operator is allowed access to the point of operation..
When the slide/ram begins to descend, a mechanical linkage auto-
matically assures withdrawal of the hands from the point of opera-
tion.

Figure 37 shows a pullback Jevice 'on a straight-side power
press. When the slide /ram is in the "up" positioak the operator can
feed material by hand into the point of operation. When the press
cycle is actuated, the operator's hands and arms are automtftically
withdrawn. Figure 38 shows a pullback device on a small press.

A pullback device on a press brake is illustrated in Figure 39.

1 31
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The restraint (holdout) device)in Figure 40 utilizes cables or

straps that are 'attached' to the operator's hands and a fixed point.
The .4:ables or straps must be,adjusted to let the operator's hands
travel within a.predetermined safe area. There is no extending or
retracting action involved. Consequently, hand-feeding tools are
often necessary if the operation involves placing material into the
danger area.

44,

PULLBACK ,
MECHANISM '
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Figure 38.
Pullback device on
a power press
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Figure 32.
Pullback devife
on press brake

Figure 40.
Restfraint device

on a power press.
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Safety Trip Centrals
Safety. trip controls provide a quick means for deactivating the

machine inn emergency situation.
A pressure-sensitive body bar, when depressed, will deactivate

the machine. If the operator or anyone trips, loses balance, or is
drawn into, the machine, applying pressure to the bar will stop the
operation. The positioniq of the bar, therefore, is critical. Figure
41 shows a pressure-sensitive body bar located on the front :of a

rubber mill.

(

34
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Iigure 41.
Pressure-sensitive body
bar. on a rubber mill
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Figure 42.
Safety triprod on

a rubber mill

7

, 0,

. I
When pressed by hand, the safety triprod deactiVates the

'euukchinc. Because it has to he Actuated by the operator during an
emergency situation, Os proper position is Also critical. Figure 42
shows a triprod located above the rubber mill. Figure 43 shows
another application of a triprod.

Safety tripwire cables are located around the perimeter of or near
the danger area. The operator must he able to reach_the cable with
either hand to stop the 'machine,. Figure 44 shows a calender
equipped with this type of control, while Figure 45 shows a tomato",
sorter with a safety tripwire cable.
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Figure 44.
Safety tripWire cable

on a calender

Figure 41
Safety tripwire on

a tomato sorter
FEED
BELT

SAFETY
TRIPWIRE

REEL CORE

IICD
I Ni)

DISCHARGE
BELT

DISPOSAL
CHUTE
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Two -Hand Control
The two-hand control requires constant, concurrent pressure by

the operator to activatJ.the machine..This kind .of control requires
a part-revolution clutch, brake, and a brake monitor if used .on a
power press as shown in Figure 46, With this ppe of device the
operator's handsare required to be at a safe location (on control
buttons) and at a safe distance: from the danger area while `the
machine completes its closing cycle. ;

Two-Hand-Trip
The two-hand trip in Figure 47 requires concurrent application

of both of the operator's control buttons to. activate the machine
cycle, after which the hangs are free. This device is usually used

machines equipped *ith full-revolution clutches. The trips!
must be placed far enough from the point of operation,AO make it
impossible for the operator to move his or her hands from the trip
buttons or handles int the point of,operation, before the first h:alf:
of the cycle is comple d. Thus the operator's hands at* keptjar
enough away to prevent em from being accidentally placed in the
danger area prior to the lido /ram ojr blade reaChini the -full
"down" position.

38
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Figure 46.
Two-hand control buttons
on part-revolution clutch
power press
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Figure 47.
Two-haud. trip buttons on

full= revolutiont elute
power press

Figure 48,
horizontal Vection molding

machine with gate

4
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Gate
Agate is a movable barrier which protects the operator at the

point of operation before the machine cycle. can be started. Gates
arc, in many instances, designed to be operated with each machine
cycle..

Figure 48 shows a horizontal injection molding machine with a
gate. It must be in the closed position before the machine can
function.

Figure 49 shows a gate on a power press. If the gate is not per-
mitted to descend to the fully closed position; the press will not
function.

Another potential application of `this of guard is where the
gate is a component of a perimeter safeguarding syStem. Here the
gate may provide protection not only to the operator but to pedes-
trian traffic as well.

40
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Power press with gate
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Method Safeguarding akin

Photoelectric
(optical)

Radiofrequency
(capacitance)

Machine will not start cycling
when the light field is interrupted operator
When the light field is broken by
any part of the operator's body
during the cycling process, im-
mediate machine braking is acti-
vated

DEVICES

Advantages

0

Can allow freer movement for

Machine cycling will not start
when the capacitance field is in-
terrupted t

1 When the capacitance field is
disturbed by any part of the

? operator's body during the cycling
process, iMmediate machine
braking is activated

11.1mItations

Does not protect against mcchani-
cal failure

May require frequent alignment
and calibration

Excessive vibration ivy cause'
lamp filament damage and pre-
mature burnout

Limited to machines that can be
stopped

Can allow freer movement for Does not protect against mechani-
operator cal failure

Antennae sensitivity must be
properly adjusted

Limited to machines that can be
stopped

Electromechanical ,Contact bar or probe travels a
redetermined distance between

the operator and the danger area

Ifiterruption of this movementti o prevents the starting of machine
cycle

Can allow access at the point of Contact bar or probe must be
operation properly adjusted or each unpil-

e cation; this adjustment must he
maiotained properly

Pullback As the machine begins to cycle,
the operator's hands are pulled out
of the danger area

Eliminates the need for auxiliary
barriers or other interference at
the danger area

Limits movement of operator
May obstruct work-space around
operator

Adjustments must be made for
specific operations and-for each
individual

Requires frequent inspections and
regular maintenance

Requires close supervision of the
operator's use of the equipment,

Restraint (holdback) Prevents the operator frOm reach- Little risk of mechanical failure
. ing into the danger area

fr

Limits movements of operator
May obstruct work-space

Adjustments must be made for
specific operations and each indi-
vidual

Requires close supervision of the
operator's Use of the equipment

41



DEVICES
r

Method Safeguarding Action

Safety trip ntrolb:

Pressure-
sensitive body
bar

Safety triprod
Safety tripwire

Stops machine when tripped

Advantages

Simplicity of use

Limitations

All controls must be man ally-ac-
tivated

May be difficult to activate con-
trols because of their location

Only protects the operator.
May require special fixtures to
hold work
May require a machine brake

I WI) hand vonirol

,

Concurrent use of both hands is
required, preventing the operator
from-entering the danger area

Operator's hands are at a pre-"
determined locution

Operator's hands are free to pick
up a new part after first half of
cycle is completed

Requires a partial cycle machine
with a brake
Some two-hand controls can-be
rendered unsafehy hiilding with
arm or blocking, thereby permit-
ting one, -hand operation

Protects only the operator

Two-hand trip

4.

Concurrent use of two hands on
separate controls prevents hands.
from being in' danger area when'
machine cycle starts

Operator's hands'are away from
danger area

Can be adapted to 'Multiple opera-
tion

No obstruction to hand feeding
Does not require adjustMent for
each operation'

Operator may try to-reach into
danger area after tripping machine

Some trips can be rendered unsafe
by holding with arm or blocking,
thereby permitting one-hand oper-
ation

Protects only the operator
May require special fiNtures

ito Provides a harrier between danger
area and operator or other perspp-
nel '

Can prevent reaching into or
walking into the danger area

May require frequent inspection
and regular maintenance

May interfere with operator's
ability to see the work

42
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Safeguarding by Location/Distance

The example:4 mentioned below area few of the merous appli-
cations of the principle of safeguarding by (Dead cc. A
thorough hazard analysis of.each machine and partje situ, on
is absolutely essential before .attempting this safegu ing tech-
nique.

To safeguard a Alpine by location, the machine or it Janger,
ous moving parts must be. so positioned that hazardous at s are
not accessible or do not present a hazard to a worker durin the
normal., operation of the machine. This may be accomplishe
liwating a machine so that a plant design feature, such as. a 'w
protects the worker' and other peksonnel. Additionally, enclosure
walls or fences can restrict access to machines. Another 'possible
solution is to.havedangerous parts located high,enough to be out
of the normal reach of any worker. 0

Th4 feeling process can be safeguarded by location if a safe
distance can be maintained to prdtect the worker's hands. The-di-
[pensions of the stock being worked ,on may provide adequate
safety: For instance, if the stock is several feet long and only One
end of the stock is being worke on, the 'operator may he able to
hold the opposite end while th ork is being performed. An
example would be a single-end pu ching machine. However; de-

'pending upon the machine, protection, might still be required for
other Personnel. 4

The positioning of the .operator's control station pro ides
another potential, approach to safeguarding by location. Opelator
controls may be located at a safe distance from the machine &there
is no reason for the operator to tend it.

0

Feeding and Ejection Methods to Improve
Operator Safety

0
Many feeding and ejection methods do not require the operator,;

to place his or her hands in the danger area. In some cases, no
operator involvement is necessary after the machine is set up. In
other situations, Operators can manually feed _the stock .with the
assistance of a feeding mechanism. *Properly designed ejection
'methods do not require any. operator involvement after the.rhachine
starts to function.

Some feeding and ejection methods may even create hazards
theMselves. For instance, a robot may eliminate the -need for an
operator to be near the rpachine but may create. a new hazard itself
by the movement of its arrn. t

Using thise feeding and ejection methods.does not eliminate the
need for. guards and* devices. Guards .andtclevices must be used

4
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wherever they are necessary and possible in order to provide pro..
tection from exposure to hazards.

Types of feeding and ejection methods . .
011114

Automatic feeds reduce the exposure of the operator during the
work process, and sometimes do not requite any effort by the
operator after the machine is set up and running.

In Figure .50, the power press has an. automatic feeding
mechanism. Notice the transparent fixed enclosure guard at the
dangej area.

1

STOCK FEED
ROLL

TRANSPARENT
ENCLOSURE
GUARD

so,

COMPLETED W RK

SCRAP MATERIAL

Figure ,,51-shows a saw with an automatic indexing m6chaitistrok.
that moves the stock a predetermined distance for each cut. The
traveling head automatically recycles for each cut.

With semiautomatic, feeding, as in the case of a power press, the
operator uses- a mechanism to place the piece being processed

under the ram at each stroke. The operator does' not need to reach
into .the danger area, and the danger area is completely enclosed. 9

- Figure 52 shows a chute feed. It may be either a horizontal or an
inclined chute into which each piece is' placed by hand. Using a
chute feed on an inclined press not only helps center the piece as it
slides into the die, but may also simplify the problem of ejection',

44
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Figure 50.
Power mess, with
automatic feed
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Figure 5/ .

Saw with automatic
indexing mechanism and

traveling head

Figure 52.
Power press with

chute feed

I

f

BLADE ENCLOSURE
GUARDS

. 0

---711114
CHUTE INdLINED.
AS NECESSARY FOR

. GRAVITY FEEDING
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NEST

PLUNGER

TRIPROD

PLUNGER
HANDLE

.t

A plunger feed is shown in Figure 53. The blanks or picks are
placed in the nest one at a time by the plunger which pushes them
under the slide. Plunger feeds are useful for operations Itn lu-
larly shaped workpieces which will not stack in a; magazine or will
not slide easily down a gravity chute. The mechanism shown Is
mechanically connected to the press tripping wchanism. When the
plunger is pushed in, pin "B" is allowed to rise up into hole "A,"
allowing yoke "C" to release so the press can be tripped.

Figure 54 shows a plunger and magazine feed. Slot "A" must
be in alignment with interlock ."B".before the press can 'be
tripped.

4.5

46

STOCK BEING MOVED
ONTO DIE

MAGAZINE

SLOT A

INTERLOCK B
TO
TREADLE
OR
TRIPROD

r4.,, 8.1 4

.

Figure 53.
Power press with
plunger feed

Figure 54.
Power press. with plunger
and magazinefeed



Figure 55.
Power press with

sliding die

$

The sliding die in 'Figure, 55 ifs! pulled toward the operator for
safe feeding and then .pushed intti position under the slide prior to
the downward Stroke. The die mroVes in and out by hand or by a
foot lever. The die should he interlocked with the press to prevent
tripping, when the die is out of alignment With the'slide. Providing,
"stops" will prevent the die from being inadvertently pulled out of
the slides.

Figure 56 shows a sliding bolster. The press bed is modified
with a hydraulically or pneumatically controlled bolster that slides
in when "start" buttrins are depressed, and out when the stroke is
completed. ..

4-Figure 57 shows a.double-dial feed. The dials revolve with each
stroke of the press. The operator places the part to be processed in
a nest on the dial which is positioped in front of the die. The dial is
indexed with each upstroke of the press to deliver the nested part
into the die.

Automatic ejection may employ either an air-pressure or a
mechanical apparatus to remove tht completed part from a press. It
may be interlocked with the operating controls to prevent operation
until part ejection is accomplished. This method requires addi-
tional safeguards for full protection of the operator..

As shown in Figure 58, the pan shuttle mechanism moves under
the finished part as the slide moves toward the "up" position. The
shuttle, then catches the part stripped from the slide by the knock-
out pins and, deflects It into a ch . When the ram moves down
toward the next blank, the pan s tle moves away from the die
area.

182
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BOLSTER IN RETRACTED
POSITION

1111.11%111---
'Ai&

r I

(c.

41111114

000-114.

w 10%w

0

DIE IN STOCK PLACEMENT.
OR REMOVAL POSITION
(BOLSTER IN EXTEWDED POSITION)
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Figure 56.
Power press with
sliding bolster
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Figure 61.
Semiautomatic ejection

.mechanism

Figure 62.,
Robot movement

capability

ti

PLUNGER HANDLE - EJECTOR LEG
tile

STOCKMAGAZINE `

(IN FORWARD POSITION)
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lir.
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PLUNGER HANDLE
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EJECTOR .LEG
(IN EJECT POSITION)
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<,-FEEDING AND EJECTION METHODS*

- Method

Automatic Feed

Sareguarding Action

is fed from rolls, indexed
by mach,ino-mechanism, etc.

Semiautomatic Feed Stock is 'fed by chutes, inovable
dies, dial feed, plungers, or slid
ing bolster

Automatic Ejection Work. pieces are elected by air or
mechanical means

Advantages

Eliminates the need for operator
involvement In the danger area

Limitations

Other,guards are Iso required for
I

operator protectionuktially
fixed barrier guar s.::
Requires frequent maintenance

May not be adaptable to stock
variation

3

Semiautomatic Ejec-
lion

Workpieces are *tied by
mechanical means which are ini-
tiated by the operator

Operator does not have to enter
danger area to remove finished
work

May create ahazard of blowing
vhips or debris

ize of stock limits the use of this
method

Air ejection may present a noise
hazard

Other guards are required for
operator' protection
May not be adaptable io,stock
variation

Robots They perform work usually done
by operator

Operator does not have to enter
danger area

Are suitable for operations where
high stress factors are present,
such as heat and noise

Can create hazards themselves

Require maximum maintenance .

Are suitable only to specific °per
atitins

1

-$1
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AWARENESS
BARRIER

Miscellaneous Aids

ile these aids do not give complete protection from machine
haz ds, they may provide the operator:with ail extra margin of
safety. Sound judgment is needed in their 'application. Below. are
several examples of possible applicatiOns.

The awareness barrier does not provide .physical protection, but
serves only fo remind a person.that, he or she ip approaching the
danger area. Generally, awarenfts barriers are not considered
adeqltate where continual exposure to the hazard exists.

Figure 63 sbows.a rope used. as an awarene % 's barrier on the rear
of a power squaring shear. Although the barrier o s not physically
prevent a person from entering the danger area, it calls attention to
it

Figure 64 shows an awareness barrier on a stitching machine.
Shields, another aid, may be, used to provide protection from

flying particles, splashing cutting oils,' or coolants. Figure 65
shows several potential applications.

54
A

Figure 63.
Rear view of power
sqvring shear .



Figure 64,
Awareness barrier on

stitching machine

Figure 65.

fi
AWARENESS
BARRIER

TRANSPARENT.
SHIELD

L .. LATH/ .

Holding tools can place ,sr remove stock. A typical use would he
for reaching into the danger area of a press or press brake. Figure
66 shows an assortment of tools f'br this purpose. Holding tools,.
should not be used instead of other machine safeguards; they are
merely a supplement to the protection that other guards provide.
A001 push stick or block, such as those in Fiiure 67, may be used

hen feeding stock into a saw blade. When it becomes necessary
for hands to be in close proximity to the blade, the push stick or
block may provide a few incites of 'safety and prevent a severe
injury, In the illustration the Push block fits over the fence,

ft)
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DUCKBILL PLIERS
PLIERSWITH CURVED HANDLES
FOR TWO-HANDED USAGE

RIGHT ANGLE JAW TONGS
FOR HANDLING FLANGED OR
CUPSHAPED WORK PIECES

A LIGHTWEIGHT TWEEZER
MADE OF STEEL SPRING

VACU-TONGS FOR FEED.
ING, POSITIONING, AND
RETRIEVING HEAVY
FORMED PARTS '

MAGNETIC LIFTER -

"TWIST-OFF'

V.

TONG DEVISED TO FIT
TUBE OR CUP

DOUBLE MAGNET WITH RELEAS\EEVER

DOUBLE CUP LIFTER
WITHRELEASE BUTTON

56
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Figure 66,
Holding tools

.Figure 61



Chapter 3

.11

Guard Construction

Today many builders of single-purpose machines provide

point f-operation, and power transmission safeguards as standard

equ ment. However, mit all magtines in use have built-in
saf guards provided by the manufacturer.

uards designedand installed by the builder offer two.main ad-

vantages;

They usually conform to the design and function of the
machine.

They can be designed to strengthen tie machine in some way
°rut serve some additional functional purpose.

User-built guards are sometimes necessary for'a variety of ma-.

sons. They have these advantages:

Often, with older machinery, they are the only practical solu-

tion. N
1

They may be the only choice for mechanical power transmis-

sion apparatus in older plants, where machinery ,is not pow-

eied by individual motor drive,

* _They permit options for point-of-operation safeguards when
skilled personnel and machinery are available..to make them.

They can be designed and It to fit unique and even chang-
ing situations.

They can bse installed on individual dies and feeding

mechanisms.

Design and installation of machine safeguards by plaht per-
sonnel can help_torromote safety.consciousness in the work-

place.
.

However, they als have disadvantages;

User-built guar s may not conform well to the configuration
°and function of the machine. .

'

- There is a risk at userlbuilt4guards ma be poorly designed

, or built. 4.

Paint.of.Operation Guards
Point-of-operation guarding isQomplicated by the number and

complexity of machines and also by the different uses for indi-
vidual machi;es. Por these reasons, not all machine builders pro-

vide point-of-operation guards. on their products. In many eases a
point-of-operation guard can only he made.tind in, tilled by the

user aftera thorough hazard analysis of thy, work requirements.
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Mechanical Power Tronsmission Apparatus ,

Guarding
. "

A significant difference between power transmission guards and
point-of-operation guards is that the fooner type needs no opening
for feeding stock. The only openings necessary' for power trans-
mission guards ,are those for lubrication, adjustment, repair, and
inspection. These-openings should be provided with .covers that
cannot be removed except by,using tools,for service or adjustment.

To be effective, power transmission guards should cover. all
moving parts in such a 'manner that no part bf the operator's body
can come in, contact with them.

Guard Malaita
Under many circumstances, metal is the best material for

guards. Guard framework is usually made from structural shapes,
pipe, bar, or rod stock. Filler material generally is expanded or
perforatej or §olidsheet metal or wire mesh. It may be-feasible to
use plastic or safety glass where visibility is required.

Guards made of wood generally are not recommended because
of their flammability and lack of durability and strength. However,
in areas where corrosive Materials are present,,wOoden guards may
be the better choice.
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Chapterw4 Machinery Maintenance
and. Repair

Good maintenance and repair procedures can contribute signifi-
cantly to the safety of the maintenance rew as well as to that of
machine operators. But the variety and omplexity of machines to

'be serviced, the hazards asOciated with their power sources, the
special dangers that may be present during machine breakdown,
and the severe time constraints often placed oil maintenance per-
sonnel all make safe maintenance. and repair work. difficult.

Training and aptitude of people assigned to these jobs should
make them alert for the intermittent' electrical failure, the worn
part, the inappropriate noise, the cracks or other signs that warn of
impending breakage or that a Safeguard has been damaged, altered;
or removed. By observing machile operators at their tasks and lis-
tening to their comments, maintenance personnel maylearn where
potential trouble spots are and give, them early attention before
they develoti into sources of accidents and injury. Sometimes all
that is needed',to keep things running smoothly and safely is
machine lubrication or adjustment. Any damage observed or sus-
pected should be. reported to .the supervisor; it' the condition im-
pairs safe operation, the machine should he taken out of service for
repair. Safeguards that are missing, altered, or, damaged also
should be reported so appropriate action' can be taken to insure
against worker injury.

If possible, machine design ..should permit rouline lubrication
and adjustAent without removal of safeguards. But when
safeguards must be removed, the maintenance and repair crew.
must never fail to replace them before. the job is,Considered
finished.

Is it necessary to oil machine parts while a machine is running?.
If so, special safeguarding equipment' may' be needed, solely to
protect the oiler from exposure' to hazardous moving parts.
Maintenance personnel must kno' which machines can be serviced
while running and which cannot. "If in doubt, lock it out." Ob-
viously, the danger of accident or injury is reduced by sliutting off
all sources of energy.

In situations where the maintenance, or repair worker would
necessarily be exposed to electrical elements or hazardous moving
machine partswin the performance 14 the job, there is no question -

that power sources must try shut off and locked out before work
begins. Warning signs or tags are inadequate insurance against,
untimely energizing of mechanical equipment.

Thus, one of the first procedurestfor the maintenance person is
to disconnect and lock kut the machine from ils power sources,

1,94
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whether the source is electrical, mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic,.
(Wit combination of. these.-F.nergy accumulation devices must' be
"bleJ down." I .

Eietricak Unexpected energizing :of any electrical equipment
. that canthe started by automatic or manual remote control may
cause electric shock or other serious injuries to the machine
operator, the maintenance, worker, or others operating adjacent
machines controlled by the same circuit. Fo7 this reason, when' .

maintenance personnel must .repair electrically pqwered equip-
rInent, they should open the circuit at the switch box and padlock.

the switch (lock it out) in the. "off" position. This switch should ,

be tagged with a description of the work being done, the nameOf
the maintenance person, and the department involved. A lockout
hasp is shown in Figwe 68.

' Mechanical: Figure 69. shows .safety blocks being Used as an
additional safeguard on a mechanical power press, even though the
machine has been locked dot electriecally, The 'safety bloCks pre-
vent the ram from coming (own under its own weight.

Pneumatic and"hydrattli: Figure 70 shows a lockout valve/The
lever-operated air valve used during repair or shutdown to keep a
pntumatic-powered machine yr its components frOm operating can
he locked open orfihut. Before the valve can by opened, everyone
working on the machine must use his or her oAn key to release.the
lockout. A sliding-sleeve valve exhausts litre p6ressure at the same
time it cuts off the air supply. Valves used to lock out pneumatic
or hydriulic-powtred machines should be designed to accept locks
or lockout adapters Rd should be capable of "bleeding off" press
sure residues that Could cause any part. of the machine to move.

In shops where several maintenance persons might be working
on the same machine, multiple lockout devices*accommodating

60
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Figure 69.
Sa lily blocks installed

on power pfess

7.

several padlocks are used, The machine can't he' reactivated until
each person removes his or her lock. AN a matter of general polV:y,
lockout control is gained by the simple procedure of issuing per-
,sonal padlocks to each maintenance or repair person: no one but
that person can, remove the padlock when work is completed,
reopening the power source on the niachine lust serviced.

Following arc the steps of a typical lockout procedure that can
he used by maintenance an repair crews:

II. ,Alert the:operator. and supervisor.
2. Identify all sources of residual energy.
3. Before starting work,, place padlocks on the switch,.lever, or

valve, locking it in the "off" position, installing tags at such
locations to indicate maintenance in progress.

4. Ensure that all power sources are Off, and "bleed off" hy-
draulic or pneumatic pressure, or "bleed off" any electrical
current (capacitance), as required, so machine components
will not accidentally move.

5. Test operator controls.

SAFETY BLOCK
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VALVE ON

With the valve lever in the
-ON.r.position, air from the
main supply line flows .

thrOugh the valVe into the
machine's operating
air lines

FROM MACHINE
fa.

't.+.'
5 :.

,Wf'

f.)Pe
...yd 7

FROM AIR SUPPLY.'';

1111 ...11/11 111111 NI
III AIM( r.vi a to

VALVE OFF

Moving the lever to "OFF"
cuts off all air supply to the
machine. Al the same time,
exhaust ports are opened,
bleeding all air pressure in
the machine to atmosphere.

, . ,

huloenatic bleeder. valv.e.':
icieked in -0F0." eoeitiori.Y,
with padloClis_of four
employees - r'

6. After mainieniiRee is tom leted:::,all machine ;afeguardsthai:,!
were removed b replaeed., seamifed,c and cheOked
be-sure they aratthetiOnipg properly.

7. Qrtly after ascertaining chat<,t.he machine iS perform
safely' shoOd padkilcs be rerp;oved:,j.:arid the machine -cleared
for oPerati(iri.:;:

"11* maint'orlance and repair the klantfilesetvesccinsid:
ei'atiori, here. Are Al the rjrght tools: sari' hand' and-11(good repair?
Afe lubrieating'oils otho,eoriikon supp4s readily
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Safety in the workplace demands cooperation and alertness on
everyone's part. Supervisols, operator.s and othef workers who
notice hazards in need of safeguarding, or existing systems that
'need rettAir or ithprovednent, should notify the.proper authority

.. t immediately.
Supervisors have these additional, special responsibilities. with

regard tOo safety in the, workplace: encopraging safe _work. habits
and correcting unsafe ones; explaining to the worker all the poten-
tial hazards associated With the nachirtes.and proccssess in. the
work areta; and being responsive to employer requests for action or

, information regarding machind .hazards. The first; line supervisor'
plays a pivotal role -in 'communicating the safest needs of the
worker to management and the employer's safety rples and policies

.

,to .the worker. J

Sometimes the solution to a machine safeguarding.problem may
require expertise that is not available in a given establishment. The
readers of this manual are.encouraged`to find out where help is
available, and, when necessary, to request it.

The machine's manufacturer is often a good place to start when
looking for assistance with a safeguarding problem. Manufacturers/
can often supply the necessary literature or advice-. Insurance car-,
riers, too, will often sake their safety specialists available to the

establishments whose assets they insure, Union safety -specialists
can also lend significant assistance.

Scime government agencies offer consultation services, provid-
ing for on-site evaluation of workplaces and the recommendation
of possible hazard controls. OSHA funds one such program, which
is offered free of Oaf& to employers in every state-. Deliveyed by
state governments or private contractors, the consultation program

is completely separate from the OSHA inspection effort.. --;no ci4a-
tions are issued and no penalties are proposed. The trained profes-
sional consultants can help employers tq recognize hazards in the
workplace and can suggest general apprdaches for, solving safety
and health problcr,-,s. In addition, the epnsultant can identify,the.
sources of other help available,. if, necesary.

Anyone with questions about Federal standar*, about the rev,
qui<ments for machine safegUarding, or about available consults- .

...0`

tion services should contact. OSHA. (See the list of OSHA Re-
gional Offices in the back of this publication.) .'
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Answers to the lllowing question's shoul}1-11(.40ihe interested reader to determine the safeguarding needs of his or her own workplace, by .
drawing attention to hazardous conditions or practices requiring,correction.-

Checklist

RiquirententS. for All Safeguards
6

I . Do the saleguards provided meet the minimum'OSHA requirements'?.
2. Do the safeguards prevent.workers' hands, arms, and other body parts from making contact with (knger.- ,/

()us m(iving parts'?
3. Are the safeguards firm) secured and not easily removable'?
4. Do the safeguards ensure that no objects will fall into the moVing.. parts?
5. Do the safeguards permit safe, comfortable, and relatively easy operation of the machine'?1
6; Can the machine be oiled withotit removing the safeguard?
7, Is there a system for shutting down the machinery before safeguards are removed?
8. Can the existing safeguards be jinproved?

'14 Yes , No ,

Mechanical Hazards

The point of operation:

I. Is there a p(iint-of-operation safeguard provided for the machine?
2 Does it keep the opertors hands. fingers, body out of the danger area?

Is there evulence that the safeguards have been tampered with or removed?
'4 Could you suggest a more practical, effective safeguard?

Could changes he made on the machine to eliminate the point-lf-operition hazard entirely?

.Power transmission apparatus:

I. Arc there any unguarded gears, sprockets, pulleys, or flywheels on the apparatus'?
2. Are there any exposed belts or chain drives?

Are,there any exposed set screws, key wayse collars, etc.?
.4. Are starting and stopping converts within easy reach of the operator?.
5. If there is more than one operator, qre,separate controls provided'?

S

Other moving parts: _/

I. Are safeguards provided for all hazardous, moving parts of the machine, including auxiliary parts?

Nonmechanical Hazards -

I . Have appropriate measures been taken to safeguard workerS against noise hazards?
2. liave special guardS, enclosures. or personal protective equipment been provided, where

protect workels from exposure to harmful substances used in machine operation?

Electrical Hazards

necessary, to

I Is the machine installedin, accordance with Natiodal dire !inflection Association and National lileorical.-
('ode requirements?

2 Are there loose' conduit fittings?
3. Is the machine properly grounded?
4. Is the power supply correctly fused and protected?
5: Do workers occasionally receive minor shocks while. operating any of the machines?

k.
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Training

Yes

I. Do operator's and maiittenance.workers have the, necessary training in how to'use th'C safeguards and why?

2. Hay operators and .maintenance workers bee* trained in where"the safeguards, ape located, how they
\ pro ide protection, and what hazards they protect against'?

Htt e operators and maintenance workers been trained in how and under what circgnstances guards can be

ren ved?

4. Have orkers been trained in the procedures to follow if they notrce guards that are_darnaged, missing, or.
inadeq te?

r
Protective Equipment and Proper Clothing

I
9

. Is protective equipment required'?
2. If protective equipment is required, is it appropriate for the job, in good condition, kelt clean. and sani-

tary, and stored carefully when nol'in use.?
. 3. Is the operator dressed safely for the job no loose-fitting clothing or jewelry)?

..4
Machinery Maintenance and Repair

I Have maintenance workers received up-to-date instruction on the machines 1114 service?'
2. Do maintenance workers lock out the machine from its power sources belOretbeginning repairs?
3. Where several maintenance persons work on the same machine, are multiple lockout devices used?
4. Do Maintenance persons use appropriate and 'safe equipmentin their repair work?
5. Is the maintenance equipment itself properly guarded?

66
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Worker Rights and Responsibilities

If you are a worlseri, you have the right to:

request an OSHA inspection for workplace hazards, violations of
OSHA standards, or violations of the.0S7ct (your name will be
kept 'confidential on request);

have an authorized employee representative accompany the
OSHA compliance officer on the workplace inspection;

,-.4 confer informally with the OSHA compliance officer (in private,
if preferred);

be notified by your employer of any citations issued for alleged
violations of standards at,the workplace, and of your employer's
requests for variances or for changes in the abatement period;

contest the, abatement time set in any citation issued to your em-
ployer by OSHA;

file a complaint with OSHA if you feel that you hale been dis-
missed, demoted, or otherwise discriminated against for exercis-
ing rights under OSHA;

. file a complaint with Federal OSHA authorities if your State
agency fails to administer a State program as effectively as re-
.quired by OSHA;

ask OSHA about any. tests performed in your workplace, the re-
sults of inspections, and any decision not to take. action on a
complaint;

receive information- from your employer about hazards and safety
measures applicable to the workplace, OSHA standards relevant
to your job, and the record of accidents and illnesses in the work-
place;

ask thatiNIOSH evaluate and provide inlirmaiion on the sub-
stances used in your workplace;

refuse to work in an imminent danger situation, under certain
conditions;

43

file suit agdinst the Secretary of Labor if you are, injured because
of what appears to be OSHA's disregard of an imminent danger
situation;
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submit written information or comment to OSH/Von the issuance,
revocation, or modification of an OSHA standard and to request a
Public Itaring; and

observe the monitoring and measuring of toxic substances in.the
wakplaee if you are exposed,..od to have access to any reeordS.
of your exposure.

You also have the responsibility to:

read the OSHA poster in the workplace;

comply with all the OSHA staqdards, with all requireMents of
your State-approved plan (if any), and with the. employer's safety .

and health rules;

report any hazards immediately to your. supervisor;

report to your supervisor any job-related illness or injury; and

cooperate fully with the OSHA compliance officer who inspects
your workplace.
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For additional information or assistance, contact:.

tl.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
REGIONAL OFFICES FOR THE
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION'

Cqntact thr OSHA Regional Office nearest..you for the
of your OS^HA Area Office.

REGION I (CT, Mg, MA, NH, RI, VT)
16-18 North Street
1 Dock Square, 4th.Floor.
Boston, MA 02109
Telephone: 617/223-6719

REGION II (NY, NJ, PR, VI)
Room 3445, I Astor Plaza
1515 Broadway.
New York, NY 10036
Telephone: 212/944-3426.

REGION III (DE, DC, MD, PA, VA, WV)
Gateway Bldg., Suite 2100
3535 Market Street
Philadelphia., PA 19104
Telephone: ,215/596 -1,201

4

REGION IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN)
1375 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Suite 587
Atlanta, GA 30367
Telephone: 404/881-3573

REGION V (IL, IN, MN, MI, OH, WI)
230 South Dearborn Street
32nd Floor, Room 3263
Chicago, IL60604
Telephone: 31'2/353-2220

er U.4. frOV.PIJMIN I POINTING/ OF 100 0,-.6 331419

location

REGION VI (AR, LA, NM, pK,
555 Griffin Square, Room '602
Dallas, TX 75202
Telephone: 2 I4 /767 -4731

REGION VII (IA, KS, MO, NE)
911 Walnut Street, Room 3000
Kansas City, MO 64106
Telephone: 816/374-5861

REGION VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD,
Federal Bldg., Room,1554
1961 Stout Street
Denver, CO 80294
Telephone: 303/837-3883

REGION IX (CA, AZ, NV, HI)
Box 36017
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Telephone: 415/556-0584

REGION X (AK, ID, OR, WA)
Federal Office Bldg.,Room 6003
909 First Avenue
Seattle,' WA 98174
Telephone: 206/442-5930
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